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This volume contains summaries of the State's expenditures for the 
third quarter of FY 78-79 and summaries of other information required 
by the Fiscal Accountability Act (Act 561). A 30 day period after the 
end of each quarter is provided for agencies to submit reports 
required under the Act. After the data is collected it is stored at 
the Audit Council for future reference and summaries are prepared for 
inclusion in this report to the General Assembly. 
The reporting system for the Fiscal Accountability Act is now 
almost completely automated except for the quarterly personnel reporting 
requirements and the biennial organization chart submission. Most of 
the purchasing, budget and expenditure data is stored on microfiche. 
Those who wish to review more detailed data than is contained in this 
report should contact the Audit Council at 758-5322. 
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This volume contains summaries of the various types of data reported 
each quarter under the Fiscal Accountability Act (Act 561). The reporting 
requirements encompass most areas of agency management-commodity purchasing, 
personnel, and fiscal activities. The design of the monitoring capabilities 
of the system is' being coordinated closely with the State Auditor's Office 
and the Comptroller General in order to ensure that the system helps satisfy 
the information needs of as many oversight agencies as possible. 
This is the tenth report and it is the sixth volume to contain both 
budget and expenditures data from the automated reports. Unifonn automated 
reporting for almost all State agencies is one of the most important achieve~ 
ments of the Act. The automated reporting procedures continue to wdergo 
testing, validation and refinement. 
The data holdings at the Legislative Audit Council are being converted 
to microfiche. When the indexing and documentation are completed, the staff 
plans to provide orientation sessions for staff members of other legislative 
bodies as well as for other State agencies that are concerned with research 
and oversight. The sessions will explain the full scope of the data holdings 
and the ways in which the data could be used will be discussed. 
-1-
I. EXPLANATION OF TABLE 1. Summary of Employee Positions for State 
Agencies. 
Columns 1 through 8 contain data reported quarterly by State 
agencies in accordance with Act 561. Column 9 shows the total 
number of filled, permanent, classified and unclassified posi-
tions carried on the computer records of the State Personnel 
Division as of March 31, 1~79. Differences between totals 
in column 8 (76,651) and column 9 (60,829) are attributable to 
one or more of the following: 
1. There are no precise standard statewide definitions 
for a State employee nor for what constitutes a 
position covered under Act 561. 
2. In order to submit the Personnel Summary Reports 
by the deadline, some agencies use cut-off dates 
as early as thirty days in advance of the cut-
off date used by State Personnel. 
3. Some agencies make changes on the Personnel 
Summary Report prior to sending the changes 
through the personnel system. 
4. The colleges and universities were asked to 
report the total number of persons who passed 
through their temporary/part-time positions 
including graduate assistantships and under-
graduate work study positions. 
The Fiscal Accountability Act as amended requires that agencies 
submit major organizational changes and position summaries on a 
quarterly basis. Complete organization charts are due in mid-
January biennially. The State Personnel Division has not yet 
developed a procedure which utilizes their automated records 
system to produce complete and current reports of employee 
positions in State agencies which satisfy the intent of the 
Fiscal Accountability Act. 
The Personnel Division has recommended that the quarterly reporting 
requirement be changed to a semi-annual requirement. The Audit 






S!Jo\M\RY OF EMPLOY!lB POSITIONS .l·"'R STATE AGENCIES (E.XCLUDES LEGISLATIVE DEPARI'ME.\T) 
JANUARY - MARCH 1979 
VACJINf POSITIONS FILLED POSITIO!'IS 
(1) (2) (3) I (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
. Temporary/ Grnnd ·rotal Verified by 
Unclassified Classified Total Vacant 
1 
Unclassified Classified Total Filled Part Tilne of Positions St!\tc Personnel 
A!!encv Positions Positions Positions Positions Positions Positions Positions (3 + 6 + 7) 3/31/79 
I J I I I 
I ACCOUNTANCY BD OF I 0 0 . ! 0 1 1 2 0 2 I 2 l 
l lnTll'I'Al\IT Cm.IFRAl. 0 3 3 1. 70 71 0 74 ' 77 AERONAUTICS COMMISSION 0 2 2 1 30 31 0 33 33 I AGING COMM ON 0 1 1 0 211 2R n ?Q ! 29 I 
AGRICULTURE DEPT. OF 0 29 29 4 199 203 23 255 1 232 ; 
ALCOHOLOC BEVERAGE COMM 0 1 1 3 60 63 0 64 64 ! 
ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE, _C(!)MM ON 0 b , b 1 79 80 24 110 85 i 
APPELLATE DEF. COMMON ! 0 0 i 0 1 4 5 3 8 _6_ i 
ARCHITECTURAL EXAM BD ! 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 2 2 I 
ARCHIVES AND HISTORY I 0 5 5 l 122 123 0 128 128 I 
ARTS COMMISSION I ~2 .16_ 48 _18 .48 66 5 119 1 t ~ 1 
£!Rllll<IIAT 1 S OFFICE I 0 4 4 17 178 195 0 199 199 
I AUCTIONEERS s.c. BD OF I 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 2 . 2 
BARBER EXAM BD I 0 0 Q 0 5 5 0 o; 1 .'i 
l BLIND, COMM FOR THE ! 0 I l 1 1 'l*' 1'\7 n tt.t. l 144 1 
I B & C PLANNING DIVISION I 0 4 4 1 5 6 1 11 10 I CERT OF ENV SYS OPERATION I 0 0 0 1 2 3 2 5 3 CHILDRENS BUREAU i 0 1 1 1 29 30 1 32 31 I 
I CHILDRENS FOSTER CARE 1 0 1 , 1 1 10 11 1 13 I 1_1_ • 
j CHIROPRACTIC EXMRS. BD OF 1 0 1 . 1 · o o _ll n 1 1 1; 
I CITADEL i 3 7 I 10 116 334 550 9_ 565 ~ 571 ' 
, CLARK HILL AUTHORITY I 0 0 0 1 2 3 0 3 l ..3J 
Cc"i::EMsoN UNivERsiTY • 99 99 198 1378 2:!35 3613 2234 6045 L 3896! 
1 COASTAL COUNCIL I o 2 2_ 1 ? 1 2? t. 28_: 24 I 
'_c.gm_g.~UJ~ARLEsTaN : _s_ u ts • 242 3so 592 s 618 1 616: 





SlJM.\!A.RY OF EMPLOYEE POSITIONS r<JR STATE AGENCIES (EXCLUDES LEGISLATIVE DEPARTME.\'f) 
JANUARY - MARQ:I 1979 
VACJ\Nf POSIT IONS FILLED POSITIOSS 
(1) (2) (3) I (4) - (5) (6) (7) (8) . (9) 
Temporary/ Grand Total Verified by 
Unclassified Classified Total Vacanti Unclassified Classified Total Filled Part Time of Positions State PersoMel 
_ Agencv Positions Positions Positions Positions Positions Positions Positions (3 + 6 + 7) _3/3_1/79 
i CONFEDERATE RELIC . ROOM 'I 0 0 0 1 3 4 0 4 I 4 
i_QlliSJlMER AFFAIRS I 0 1 1 ! 1 28 29 . 1 31 30 
I 
CONTRACTOR Is LICENSING BD L 0 0 0 1 6 7 0 7 I 7 
CORRECTIONS. DEPT OF 7 88 95 89 1810 11199 0 1994 ! 1996 
; rn<;MF'I'Tr ART F.XAM Rn ! o 1 1 1 6 7 1 9 I 8 
; CNTY AIIniTORS & TREAS I 0 0 ' 0 92 0 92 0 92 92 
i rRTMTNAT. .TIISTir.F. AC'.ADEMY I 0 0 I 0 14 42 56 1 57 47 
; llHF.r I 331 ; 332 12 3490 3502 66 3900 3724 
'...J:lA1RLC.nMM 0 0 i 0 1 7 8 0 8 8 
j fii'AF "- R .TNn SCHOOL FOR I 2 12 14 135 311 446 93 553 459 
' nF.NTISTRY BD OF 0 0 0 1 5 6 0 6 6 
I~PMENT BD. STATE 3 4 7 6 68 74 1 82 81 
i DIV. OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 2 2 
'_ELotillMIF IT'I'Y I 0 .1 I ' 1 I 0 31 31 0 31 : 32 
! EOIJCATION. DEPT. OF I 0 42 42 1 1014 1015 34 1091 ' 1068 
; ELECTION COMM. STATE ! 0 1 1 1 10 11 1 13 12 
:_EMPLOYMENT SEr.llRITY COMM i 0 100.9 100.9 1 4,0 1255.6 1259.6 0 1360.5 1361 
; ENGINEERING EXAM BD ! 0 0 0 2 4 6 0 6· 6 
;___.ET)IICS COMM I 0 1 1 1 2 3 1 5 4 
. ETV I 0 I 19 19 1 386 387 0 40b I 406 
I~ REGIS PHY THRPST I u I 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 
; .EXMR.SJil!RS HOME ADMINSTR 1 0 0 0 \ 0 1 0 0 l 1 I 
;:::_EX~, DIR B&C BD OFFICE OF 0 2 2 i 1 8 9 0 11 10 I 
' EXEC OFFICE OF P&P I 2 29 31 14 291 305 17 353 336 1 
;~QN I 0 13 13 0 124 124 0 137 I 138 
. FTN TN<;'J' CON FIN : 0 . 1 1 'I 2 33 35 0 36 I ~ 
:.-Ell!.- EXAM DIV I u u , u II 1 26 27 0 27 I 271 
' 'f 
Agencv 
l FORESTRY COMM I I 
I FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE I I I II'IIIIIF.RAT. ST BD OF 
~E~ ~E~I~E'S DIV. 
'L1Tf'Ut:'D l:'n 
i l'ITC:HF.R F.D TIIITION GRANTS 
f......lilGHWAY DEPT. I 
I HOUSING AUTHORITY, STATE 
! HUMAN AFFAIRS ! l INDUSTRIAL COMM • 
~~::c:.A n;~~~ SOJQOI, ! 
i JIIDICIAJ, i 
I .TIIVRIITTT.F' PT. ~~=·~ t. o\FTCRI 
!_LABOR DEPT OF I 
~_LAND RESOURCES 
' ~D~R COLLIGE i 
/ LT. GOVERNOR'S OFFICE _J 
: MEDICAL UNIVERSITY i 
' MRilH~AT. EXAMINERS ST BD 0 .. 
I MENTAL HF.AI.TH. DEPT OF i 
i-..H!ili!.AL RETARDATION DEPT OF 
:___MOTOR_VF.HICLE DIV 
• MUSEill~ COMMISSION ' 
' BD OF NURSING I 
TABLE 1 
Stllvrvt.t\RY OF 13w!PLOY11E POSITIOi'.'S FOR STATE AGENCIES (E.'<CLUDES LEGISLATIVE DEPAJmtENT) 
JANUARY - MARCH 1979 
VACMrJ: POSITI~S FILLED POSITIONS 
[1) (Z) (3) II (4) (S) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
Temporary/ Grand Total Verified by 
Unclassified Classified Total Vacant. Unclassified Classified Total Filled Part Time of Positions State Personne 
Positions Positions !Positions Positions Positions (3 + 6 + 7) 3/31/79 Positions Positions 
~ l l!! 1 19 -1 1 647 648 265 932 I 668 I 4 5 I 121 140 261 .. 14 280 226 
o I o I 0 l 1 ' 0 2 : 2 0 7A I 7A 1 574 575 0 653 653 
0 1 I 1 5 13 16 2 21 20 
0 0 ' 0 T "' 7 0 7 7 0 522 I 522 3 6547 6550 80 7152 7060 
0 2 ' -z 1 24 Z5 0 27 27 
0 8 i 8 1 35 36 1 45 41 
0 0 I 0 9 59 66 2 70 60 
0 " c; 
-~- 107 lOR 1 11 t.. . '~ 
n I I If> ss 71 2 74 7t.. 
7 ql ~Q 1'i7 116 2~ 7 320 170 
0 A j 
\ 
R 1 .212 2"11. 2 243 24~ 
0 R A 1 14'> 146 0 1'>4 I c;t.. 
0 14 14 1 109 110 15 139 150 
15 16 31 98 115 213 0 244 244 
0 0 0 1 4 5 0 5 5 
90 1.11 401 I 11/.X 3503 4647 41."1 "i'i 11 'iO"'Q 
0 2 2 I 9 10 0 12 1? 
2~ 124 "14Q 107 .501.1. 5180 ''" "iH1 t.7~n 28 682 7iri T7<1 8251 8424 I."' 91Q7 41\'\t.. 
0 l 1 1 1:1 14 0 IS 1<; 
0 0 0 1 12 13 0 1:1 n 
0 1 1 1 14 15 0 16 I 16 
'_w.D t,;XCHANGE BLDG COMM 1 REPORTS WI'ffi PRT I ! 





St.R<r>!I\RY OF lM'LOYUE POSITIONS FOR STATE AGENCIES (EXCLUDES LEGISlATIVE DEPAJmw!E.\'I') 
JANUARY - MAROI 1979 
VACANr POSI1'IONS FILLED POSITIO.'lS 
(1) p.) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (2} (3) I 
Temporary/ . Grnnd Totnl Verified by 
Unclassified Classified Totol Vacont 
1 
Unclassified Classified Total Filled Part Tilnc of Positions State Personnel 
Agcncv Positions Positions Positions Positions Positions Positions Positions (3 + 6 + 7) .:J/31/79 
OPTICIAN SCBD OF EXAM I 0 0 ! 0 D 1 1 0 1 I 1 
SCBD OF EXAM I ·o . 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 I 1 ' I 
PARK & TOURIS 0 33 33 1 ' 402 403 33 469 I 470 
flll'lliQIS fQil:II llll! Alml 0 3 3 1 41 4:.! :.! 47 l 42 
PHARMACEUTAL EXAM BD 0 0 I 0 1 1 2 0 2 I 2 I 
PHYSICAL THERAPY EXAM BD I 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 I 1 I 
PROBATION. PAROLE & PARDON 0 4 I 4 1 263 264 3 271 271 I 
_PSYCHOLOGY, EXAM ST BD OF (1) i 
PUBLIC SERVICE COMM ! 0 5 5 8 130 138 0 143 143 i 
REAL ESTATE BD I 0 1 1 1 II\ 17 0 18 t8 I 
__RESFARC:Il ;;. '"" '"'T""'TCAI. SF.iiV. 0 1 1 1 41 42 9 52 43 I 
HEORGANIZATION COMM I 0 0 0 10 _1l 10 ll 14 10 I 
JiESIUE:~II.!I.L llQI:1J:; lll.QR:i, ~ OMM 0 0 0 1 7 8 0 8 8 
HETlREHENT SYSTEM 0 ] ' ] 0 78 78 1 82 ' 81 -
SECOND INJURY FUND 0 0 0 1 5 6 0 6 7 
Si~CRETARY OF STATE 0 0 0 1 IQ 70 0 20 ! 20 
-.~ll!;!fiL ~l:llll.l~l-::i. l!i:;PI OF I 0 336 336 12 _lt394 4406 20 4762 4735 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE I 5 44 49 280 368 641:J 0 04H 697 
SI'EEC!I PATH & 1\UD EXAM Bll 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 
STI\'m LAW ENFORCEMENT DIV. 1 5 • 6 2 336 338 4 348 I 348 
. J;lt~T!·: 1,16EaBY . 0 3 . 3· 1 43 44 0 47 J 47 
.J:!:wJ.!;;_j'gRSONNEL I 0 11 11 ; 1 124 125 4 140 ' 136 
• ST/\:t_:_lf ..... :\:!i_EASU!S,ER I 0 5 5 .I ., ?R 1 14 I n.J 
_!i:L.\l'llS !JE WOHEN COMM I (1) ! I ~ 
_!1!R0.:rRY, EXMRS, sr BD o~ (Jl I 
707 I ' TAX COHM ~ 0 '}1 I 13· 3 611 .6JJL 80 ~J~ ' 
80 152 ' 2321 1382 1515 2897 1879 5008 ! 3125 
I 
TECH & COMP En~ ST_.Bn_O]'J 





,___l.!lilVERSUY. OF S.C. 
i VETERANS AFFAIRS 
I VFTKR TNARY EXAM BD 








)'llL,DLHE & MARiNE REWURCHS 
I 
wnRKMAN 'S COHP ! 
XO!JTH SERVICES . 
---f.I'BI,IC BAIIMAIS COMM I 













! -·- . "- ~- ~·--~----~ 
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S~NARY OF a.IPLOYEU l'OSITIO~S FOR STATE AGENCIES (E.\C!..UDI:lS LEGISLATIVE DEPJ\R'l'ME.\'1') 
JANUARY - MARCH 1979 
VACJ'oXf POSITIOSS FILLED POSITia~S 
(1) (l) (3) I (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Tcmpornry/ 
Unclassified Classified Total Vacontl Unclassified Classified Total Filled Part Time 
Positions Positions Positions Positions IJosi tions Positions Positions 
I 
1896 4444 5626 I 81 130 l 211 2548 
0 1 ! 1 I 4 16 20 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 n 
0 O! (} 1 2 3 0 
6 35 i 41 27 1117 1144 68 
0 4 ; 4 1 32 33 0 
1 28 I 29 19 677 696 63 
14 9 ; 23 269 337 606 103 
0 0 . 0 1 29 30 0 
2 13 15 75 636 711 0 
0 0 0 30 1 31 0 











FOOTNOTE: (1) The positions in these agencies are not aiintained on State Personnel's computerized records. 
(8) (Y) 
Grond Totn::. Verified by 
of Positions State Pcrso:mel 
(3+6+n llJl w£ 
l I 10281 4637 I I I 
21 i 21 I ! I 
1 ' 1 I 
3 : 3 I 
1253 I 1167 : 
'l7 
. 
37 I I 788 726 ; 
732 I 630 I 
30 30 I 
//;b 726 I 
31 (1) 
















Table Z. Top Recipients of Travel (Budget Cla5s 202), Expenditures 
FY 78~79, Third Quarter. 
In this report recipients are listed in descending order by 
amounts received during the third quarter. Recipients include both 
commercial vendors such as travel agencies and airlines, and indi-
vidual State employees who were reimbursed for expenses incurred 
while traveling on official State business. 
The rank-order of the list is not totally accurate since the 
computer program sorts and cumulates all recorded expenditures by . 
the name of the payee. Depending on how the payee's name is spelled 
on each check, the name may appear in mor.e than one place in the 
list. For example, the computer program will treat "Bankers Trust 
Travel Services," "Bankers Trust Tower," and "Bankers Trust" as 
three different companies. This means that the printout listing must 
then be reviewed and the figures totaled manually whenever a payee 
appears under multiple spellings. The rank-order must then be com-
piled manually. 
Inaccuracies in Table Z occur because if there are six ways 
to spell a recipient's name on a check but only five of them appear 
in the original "Top 200" printout listing, the total figure shown in 
Table 2 will be an understatement. 
Listed below are the total expenditures for travel incurred by the 
State during this quarter. The detail of expenditures for each State 
employee within each agency is on file at the Audit Council. 
STATE'S TafAL TRAVEL EXPENDITURES JANUARY - MARCH 1979* 
Air Air Sub- Qtr. 
Trips Travel 
Public 
Transp. Mileage Misc. Per Diem sistence Total 
Total 3,627 $426,393 $321,052 $2,033,274 $229,158 $1,709,617 $4,701,634 $9,421,128.00 







• -~- -- a ·-
1 Bankers Trust of S. C. 
2_. Delta Airliaes Inc. 
:i Eastern Airlines Inc. 
4~ Small World Travel 
'i Anrlr..'""' Travel Service 
6 Tara Travel Svstem. Inc. 
7_ J'lorld Trllvel 
R !,revhotmd Lines 
Q PiP.dmnnt Aviation Inc. 
10 A<:k Mr. Fn<:f:er 
11 Thnmac: Tnnr<: 
1?. P"lTilP'tt.-n Travel c:. .. ~ri ,.., 
1\ ll"m"cl" Tnn 
J A c;:, •~f-.,nh• '~' l,lmeral Hosni tal 
1 c; fu1nhin Tnl1r<: and Travel 
1,; p,.1 . Tnnr<: 
17 l'viF!rnnri a 1 Hoc:ni tal 
1ll Ahhnf"f" Tr""" 1 SP.rvi rP. 
1<t llirhl<~ncl MAmnri"l Hn-.ni't"l 
? o Am..ri r "n innal Travel 
? 1 Anri., r.n<:nA11 
?? Hnlirl"" Tnn 
?'l; Pvvnn ;.., 
?A Pini <: Hrn.;,A 
?t; Mrl""'cl MAmnri"l Hnc:ni'tal 
_].I> C:.On-th r. .. rnl ina Na'tional Rank 
27 DI: Whaley B Hjnnant, Jz:. 
TABLE 2 
TOP 115 RECIPIOOs OF TRAVEL REIMBURSB-lENTS FOR TilE PERIOD JANUARY - MARCH 1979 
$ .Amt. Reed. 
FrCBII State 





























?ll Hnf"A1 Pirr,.clillv 
?Q 11HA1rl r.nrclnn 
'l;O Tll11r<:f"nn A>Ti ,..,.; nn Tnr. 
7;1 11i<IAtTA1 A "- AclvPr'ti c:ina 
7;? Ynn;;,. I<: .,.,.inn 
'l;'l; Amf"r;lt-
'l;A Mnf"nr Tnn 
'l;t; A'ri" 
'l;t; Tn<:Anh lli 1""' AaAnMJ 
7;7 M,.rv- TC r.,.ri-
'l;ll Tn<:;.nh n p,.rkPr 
'l;Q r..ru Rnf-1 Ar 
An T. ·i nn"1 u, ;n"'"" Marhine r.nrn. 
A 1 1r; rrTini" .A lln<:hina 
A? r...,.,. .. r Am,:if"inn Tnr 
A\ i.Awi <: Hi 11 
.U. All A C:.l "f"Ar 
4S _.H:L-.c:sm RAhArv 
46. F.aole Avi.,-tinn 
4 'L r.arro 11 P !(nnn 
All J)arlincrf"nn rnrmnmif"v Arf"inn Aa..nrv 
A a ~'W 1 ui " -llhvnA 
c;n GUlf n; 1 ;.._ ·inn 
_'il nr 'o.,,1 n RnrrA11 .Jr. 
_<;2 Role•; Unian__jfi_ c:...~rirP 
53 Bndclpb MH~:hell 
54 I Ia~od s Mess 
-
I 
._..,;_:-_; __ ...._; 
--~ 






































TOP US RECIPIENTS OF TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENTS FOR TiiE PERIOD JANUARY - MARCH 1979 
·-· .. --- ·~ --
55. Clvde A Eltzroth 
t;6 Rn£11<: T llhh<> i-+ 
t;7 f:h<>T1A<I._R (!,,_..+ 
c;R w .. .t., <:: "'' •'- ·-"- t ... 
c; Q H"'"rv r~ Y nnr"' 
1'.1\ r:~ ,t t:: 'R<>1rl. •• r.,. 
61 (". ,.J., g,..a 1 rh J::rlnr<l+; ........ 
f,?_ n... " '" l:l 
_,_ r .. 
k'\ r_,.,.., w ... l«h 
!iLl WilliAm A TPrrv 
6~ T R:><:il R:>rrinPall 
!if. .1 M w .. tl.t.:>ll .lr. 
67 r,..,.., 1 r,.,..; f.fin 
68. RrnrP W. t..n<:<:P.i'1' 
6Q Wi l1 i ...m H R:>llPTIO'P.>" 
7Q. RnhPr1' I. Mc-RA.:> 
71 rh:.rlP<: W. Mc-Alister 
72 Dr. Wilh11r W. r.,.llih.an 
73 TlnnAlrl P HPlmPv 
7.1 In- Wi 11 i :.m R 
7<; Rohert H. W. CatheY 
'76 r,,,...,. A 
77. DeiiDie L. Ulmer 
78 Bovd T. McCraw Jr. 
7Q Th~>lma G. Dantzler 
Rll nan F. LaneY Jr. 
8l. Se~timus H. Belser 
$ Amt. Reed. 
From State 
···-- .... ~· ---... 
2,170.80 





















1 .775 .. 82 
1 .775 .. 11 
1 .761.81 
1 .753 .. 24 
1.744.28 
~~-- -- ~w • 
82. Louie A. Jacobs 
l!'t DnnA..- 'R<tm.r#>ll 
I! A 'i: . il.vi <>1-i l\TI TTir 
Rt:: r .... .,.,.,.:~· n rlwic:i'..nhnrv 
11" l.n,-'h, .. l ll 'Mr<>rilr 
· 117 l::<mn,,.1 1\! l':<1<:nm> 
!HI n• . ' p.,., .... .,: 
1!0 'Ro...,..,., J:: u.-r.,,.,...;,., .lr 
Of\ (',,-,.+~" r:: <::h,., 
Ql Walter T. Cox. III 
92. Ro:;ther M:mre 
9::\ Rouer I. PPrtri ,-lc 
94 .Tames C. Euns Jr. 
QS C.arol ina 
Q6 F.ai-1 .T. ·.,.t-inl<li<: 
97. Mirh<~A1 ·D. 
9R .John E. Willetts 
9!l. Frank S. Newman 
100. Willi= B. Rorers 
· 101 F. Julian Leamond 
102. Robert H. CUreton 
103. Albert L Kleck1eY 
11\A 1-! P-1 ,1,-,. r.ihhnno: .Jr. 
11l t:: Tn<:o>nh A N"""~>11 
11ll'i J(,..,.,.n T. n. _, .l. 
HI:Z Ba:j<: M Sjsk 
': lQS Iolm C Malooey: 
- I 
$ Amt Reed. 
From State 
----- --- ---
































1 ng Rnhert n. EnTi Pht. 
l1 Cl R...n..rt . T. RE>adv 
111 T nTriP T. C:TP<ra 
117 ..... ·' r; 1-~ n..v r.:~n> 
11~ TP ... O'\J M W<mt-
114 T M". 1\Lo.l<:Cnn 
115 Gradv A Kin~~: Jr. 
TABLE Z 
TOP 115 RECIPIENTS OF TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENTS FOR 'DiE PERIOD JANUARY - MARCH 1979 
$ Amt. Rec(l.. 
Fran State .. ><-· ... -· 







,_. .... _ _. ...... ~ ·~-
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Table 3. Top Vendors Receiving Payments From the State. 
Similar to Table Z, vendors are listed in descending order 
by amounts received during the third quarter. 
The rank-order of the list is not totally accurate since the 
State does not have a unique identifier for each commercial vendor, 
such as the Federal Employer Identification Number. The computer 
program sorts and cumulates all recorded expenditures by the name 
of the payee. Depending on how the payee's name is spelled on each 
check, the name may appear in more than one place on the list. For 
example, the computer program will treat "International Business 
Machines," "IBM Corporation," and "IBM" as three different companies. 
This means that the printout listing nrust then be reviewed and the 
figures totaled manually whenever a payee appears under multiple 
spellings. The rank-order ~t then be recompiled manually. 
Inaccuracies in Table 3 occur because if there are six ways to 
spell a company's name on a check but only five of them appear in 
the "Top 200" printout listing, the total figure shown in this table 
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EXPLANATION OF Tiffi AUTCMA.TED BUDGET AND EXPENDIWRES 
REPORTS FACQ151B, FACQ160, AND FACQ160A 
For identification of origin purposes the printouts are labeled 
FACQ in the top right hand corner. These reports are generated by 
the data processing staff of the Comptroller General's Office from a 
single computer data bank. 
Each of the twelve "LlUilp Sum" agencies with tape generating capa-
bility and the Financial Data Processing Division of the State Auditor's 
Office prepare computer tapes in a uniform format. The tapes, with few 
exceptions, contain detailed records of financial transactions in each 
State agency that is required to report under Act 561. S. C. State 
College has acquired an improved computer capability. They are now in 
the process of developing computer ~rograms which will permit them to 
submit a quarterly expenditures tape as do the other LlUilp Sum agencies. 
The data on these tapes is merged into a central computer file from 
which nine different types of reports are produced. The following pages 
contain photocopies of some of these reports plus tables prepared manually 
from the data in the automated reports. 
The FACQ160A Report (p.Zl) is aggregated to a very high degree. 
It shows the budgets, transfers and expenditures for all of State Government, 
including the Legislative Branch, for each major Budget Code. Because it 
also includes inter-departmental transfers, corrections, and reimbursements, 
the totals and the rate of expenditure figures are distorted. 
The FACQ160 (p.26) shows more detail thus permitting most of the areas 
of distortion to be identified if not explained. It shows both the major 
Budget Code and the Transaction Class detail for the entirety of the State's 
accounting system. 
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The FACQ151B (p. -38) shows the aggregate activity for each agency. 
The offices specifically exempted from the FAA have been deleted, however, 
their fiscal activity is included in the State totals. 
The last column on the right hand side of the printout copies is 
labeled "Rate of Expenditure." It is a very useful figure for analysts 
because it reflects what percent of the budget was spent during the 
quarter. A 1.0 indicates a one-to-one correspondence - that is, during 
the quarter 100% of the amount budgeted for the quarter was spent. 1.1 
indicates that slightly more than 100% of the quarterly budget was spent. 
To calculate the "Rate of Expenditure" the computer program 
divides the total "Budget" for the accounting period (usually 
the fiscal year) by the number of months in the fiscal account-
ing period and multiplies the results by 3. This yields an 
estimated figure for what the quarter's "Budget" should be. 
The actual expenditures are then divided by the estimated figure 
for the quarter's "Budget" to produce the "Rate of Expenditure." 
The following list explains the codes that appear in the "Rate of 
Exp" column. 
0.0: No funds were expended or less than 0.05% were expended 
from the "Budget" figure appearing on this line. 
1.0: 100% of the quarter's "Budget" or approximately 25% of 
the year's "Budget" was spent during the quarter. 
2.0: Twice the quarter's "Budget" or approximately SO% of the 
year's "Budget" was spent during the quarter. 
3.0: Three times the quarter's "Budget" or approximately 75% 
of the year's "Budget" was spent during the quarter. 
-1 7-
4.0: Four times the quarter's "Budget" or approximately 100% 
of the year's "Budget" was spent during the quarter. 
9. 9: Missing "Budget" data code. It usually means that there 
were no budget figures for this line. 
The reader should note that there are two sets of automated reports. 
Some expenditures were made during the transition period and in the first 
quarter from funds appropriated for FY 77-78. Also, most of these expen-
ditures were made from grants which correspond to the Federal Fiscal Year 
which ends in October. These types of expenditures are shown on printouts 
which have FY 77-78 in the upper right-hand corner. Expenditures made 
from FY 78-79 funds appear on printouts with FY 78-79 in the upper right-
hand corner. The totals for the State which are on the bottom-line of the 
FY 78-79 Reports include the expenditures from the FY 77-78 Reports. 
II. CAUTIONS IN ANALYZING THE FACQ REPORTS 
As in any computer based information system that is in a 
developmental stage, the data presented must be viewed with a 
certain degree of discretion. A few problems have been discovered 
which have the effect of distorting the figures in some areas. 
Where it has been possible to identify them, the distorted figures 
have been corrected manually during the preparation of this report 
for printing. The data for the agencies reported on the Financial 
Data Processing Division's tape are the most trouble free. 
Because the Lump Sum agencies, especially the colleges and 
universities, include all their expenditures during the quarter, 
it is possible that certain of their expenditures may appear to 
exceed their budgets by large amounts. One reason this occurs is 
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that same of the expenditures are from capitalization fund accounts 
which were established for projects such as building construction 
several years back. If an agency shows these expenditures, but 
only includes budget figures for the current fiscal year, the agency's 
expenditures may appear at first glance, to have exceeded its budget. 
This is primarily a definitional problem and procedures are 
being developed to resolve it. It is also a characteristic of aggre-
gate level analysis that some precision is lost when expenditures 
from all accounts are displayed together. 
In general, most of·these types of distortions can be identified 
presently when reviewing the other computer reports on file at the 
Audit Council which contain more detail about specific accounts 
within agencies. 
III. PLANNED ANALYSES 
One type of analysis which legislators have requested consis-
tently is a comparative review of expenditures across each quarter 
of the fiscal year to see if there is an unreasonable trend to spend 
more during the final quarter. It is anticipated that for the next 
legislative session the programs will be ready which will provide 
some simple descriptive statistics regarding rates of expenditures 
for both State level analysis as well as for agency level analysis. 
In order to conduct this type of analysis in a way that is meaningful 
to the appropriations process, we must be able to distinquish between 
expenditures out of the current fiscal year's appropriations and 
expenditures from funds earmarked for specific projects in previous 
years. Once this capability is developed to its fullest, it also 
will be possible to analyze expenditures within programs during the 
1A 
life of the programs. This report shows the first step in this 
area, as explained above, with the separation of expenditures 
from FY 77-78 funds and FY 78-79 funds. It is anticipated that 
the new accounting system which is being developed for the State, 
(STARS - State Accounting and Reporting System), will incorporate 
these and other analytical capabilities which the State's current 
accounting system does not have. 
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OTHER FUNDS TRANSFERS BUDGET QUARTER ~-1-D 






























--~~ ......... ~-... ---~-
2tlllall n····~·· -~ ·-··-·· -- -· 
_____ t.61b.tt.. a..s¥.u ··· 





ll0.s.Jl11.6d8. --· i.llt.Mh1L ......... 
hSOO.OO 
llt121.00-





































1~01 STAlE REliREME~T 
1302 PCL1CE CFFICEIIS RETIREMEN 
1Z04 SCCI~l !ECtRllY 
1 :'05 W_CRI<PlHS CCP.f'US~Tl.OfL_ 
1306 HEALTH INSURAMCE 
1307 IJWE.WlOlP.Ul CC'IWUSAUQ 
1 :30\'L .. ~Dif'.LCI..ER __ tO.fUBIIILTICJI$ ______ .. IU.d.u...J.l. 
. •'· 
...... __ .Hh&ftdl. __ _: ____ ~ --··--
































2tl2ltl~2."i7- o.o . ! 































.lll.l niJt..-..D.£P~lll1'UUL T"A~f 
lfOO TRANSFERS 
2000 MISCELL,NECUS tXFENDITURE 
2CDD IIIISCELUkf«lUS EIPEfiiDllU 
275.CL S:UPENDS 
2700 I~ SERVICE TRAINING 
2800 SC~OlARSHlf~ 
2800 SCHOLARSHIPS 
... .. Ut.L .. .L.JtiP .JJlll . _. 






LE6ISLA1IV£ AUDIT COUWtll 
LE6lSLATIIE BUD&£1 INfOR"ATION -• RtrcOR LEVEL 
E9.R. T.!i.~_fER.J,PJ) UlUl/1.2_ 1.H1t!Ul:,.l.Ull9 _________ _ 
APPROPRUT£1) ....,e fXPU0£8 
$1 AU: .AIO: . . .. .MIUJ:tt!lt' ____ .. - ... ____ - ________ .Hill~ 
OlttER FUNDS TRANSFERS BUDCET C:UARTER 
~.2 ~ lt.Sl'\.~-· Q'.l ~, 2.2.1 i 8•t2 .'!. 0.2 ... 
31!22h8U'el'!l 3•12U8-t2.09 
----------
4.48t9 .. 4.4o\ 4.Ut5 .. -t.4.H. 
·t48,CJ44.44 448,, ...... 
45tr 'J«J5.36 7»210 .. 1:0. 53d55 .. ~E 
45t'3S!5e3E 7t2DO.OO 53t1'!1~.3E 
16t887.00 lJUJ!Sl•JUl 
18,881.80 18,18le00 
~.1e4,10:Jd4 .. i.'l•"'·'•~---.hi.IUIU. t~ .... - ... - --
3tl04tl07.04 23,498.2!5- 3tD8li28f!.75 
. ..,.----~·-.. ---·-.,.-,-·......,--....,..... ... ---·-





Y-1-D UUt.CE [)(p 
2tl!:0.72 3tHStfS1•'!7 o.c 
2tl50.72 J,a-; tESI.:n c.c 
ll.E1- u.E 1 
lleE7- llef7 
lHtO<;E.~~ ~21tl:•i.~l r:.c 
12hO'.lE.~J ~21tf.~i.!'l c .. • u 
11t540·4D :!!t€~4 •..• c.c 
11t540.40 ~=~~~~.··E r. • G 
~h~H!.2.H UtCtll.l~ t:.c 
31t882.2£ 4lt0Cltelll o.c 
2•2lfit242.!:0 fE4t~H.2C: c.c 
2t2lfit242.!::1l EE4t'::ft:.::. c.c 
-----------~~~- ,,, ~ !>r•·""'·• ,·,~·· ----- ... 






LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COUNCIL 
LEGISLATIVE BUDGET INFORMATION -- ~lNOR LEVEL 
FOR THE PERIOD OlfOl/19 THRU 03/31/79 
APPaG:',at.ano .. ·. a ao c 
I_RAN _______ ___:_ ___ --'~D . MD 01'ftO 
£UOll£11 
---'"----- , TH1 ~- _ 




_ IlL __ _ _1_~_tll~~3Ei•~-~--- lt703t2U.11 __ __l_,_,818tll~·Ofi __ _ 
:;\_.:...:; 
- -- ·----- ----~~~---
----·--- - ---- -----------














. ~- . 





, .. , 
--, ·., ., 
l ·,, "I •·: 
- __ __'_;) 
LEIISLATIVE AUDIT CeUWCil 
LEGISLATIVE BUDGET IRFCRMATIOR -- IIIWO~ LEVEL 
FISCAL YEAR 1975 
FAC81EO 07/15/79 
·rr-r;· ; I : ~ -- -- ----
"~TI!Aff 
___ f.9JLJ1!~ _P_ERIOD 81_lll11.2_THRU 0~/~1/ll_ ___________ _ 








!• COO[ DE~CRIFTIO!I. 
__ $_UU AW1t ______ MD :ll:lf£1.___ _ ___ _ -------
OTHER FUNDS TRANSFERS BUDGET 
,. Jtllt --- -- -
QUARTER 
,. 
i,' 0 000 
· ,----~-o5c 1..U.P4P ~U!'~ ffO WARE IN TABLE 
LUMP SUI! 
~51 IHI!~ 00 __ _ 
270.01 
35.271.80 




0008 h919ttM,,..,6 ••Mtnn••• '•a•u•·•• 
·--'~-'-~------ -- -· ·--- ---------r--·-· -------- ~-~--- ~--- ·-·' - -· .. ---~·-· ··--- -. -·-· ... --· -···· ----·~~--
0100 NO NAME IN lAELE ~Et143t972.82 2t388t449.38 48t532i422.20 577.~96.55 
0101 ~EAO CF OEPlt lNSTlt AGEN ~29t87E.OO ~~t11i.62 463t587e62 631tE12.~~ 
,_ _0 102 __ I;.!,~SS IF lED FOS Ill ON~ . 2~1, SEQ t-\_~~.,4 2J8~.l•.J.ll..2-t_ 2Udlli.U2....U __ _l~Ui~~U!_7!.82 
h377wl17e14 12h4!i3f12';.73 th583t58Be70 0103 UNCLASSIFIED POSITIONS 119t876t112.59 
8104 PER DIE~ 818t863.56 s,697.oo az••sto.H 41!tll4.5~ 
• I~ ,_ __ U05 ___ J)..J.flUI'!ElSHJ.FLDJff.fRE.tiJl ,_ .Jd.lhU.fi-30 
.. ' OlOE OTHER HRSOPIAL SERVICE 13,365,372.37 
. ..2b.I.Ud~--- _.ldUClJlio£2 __ ll'-UU • .S5 
1t912t206.03 15t2lli518.40 ~t517tEE5.1E 
. 0107 NO NAME IN TAEL£ lt011t626.00 1tDllt626.00 292t022e35 
JI13Q_NC P<Af'E It\ l)I_EH 4Jt610.t687 .• 00 _ _ __ -· ___ .h_6J.I_dJ!h.O.II ____ 2_~uOJ .. 5f 
0100 PERSONAL SERVICE 452t050t675.58 8t530t215el3 460t581j8~1.31 183tl38t92fe5l 
___ I2JHI ..Jl..O _NAJJE IN TABLE 
0201 FREIGHT, EXPRESS, DELIVER 
0202 TRAVEL 
Q203 TE~EfHC~E AN~ TELEGRAPH 
0204 REPAIRS 
8205 PRI~TIW6t BIIVClN6 ANt ADV 
____ 1.2.!1~ __ )IAUR t{UT t UtfT A lVI) POW£ 
· • 0207 OTHER CCNTRACTUAt SERVICE 
~ 0208 PROFESSIONAL ANC OTHER FE 
' 0205. _n;--_~~RUCE l.RAlNIN€ 
0210 DATA PROCESSIN' SERVICES-
0211 DATA PROCESSIWG SERVICES-
0.2.12 ~ll.ORNEY FHS. 
0213 P~YSICIA~ FEE£ 
021~ NC NA~E IN lAELE 
0216 MICROFILM/MICROFICHE PROC 
ii2t7-·eu1iotwi Rncia'Tiows ___ --
0215 Pt!ClTOCCPYIHE EGUIPJI.EWl fl~ 
OH_O_ CJ]frTRAt_l SVS -. 6Q_V EtrTITI 
0221 PRINTIN€-STJTE 
0200 CC~lRACTlAL SERVICE5 
3t,.89.D89.~6__ _Ut6U.II~.-.16L:JI._ .... _lll..s.U4tt8 
131t23~e22 2t609e00 133t843.22 138tE49e4~ 
7t~51,351.3~ 1~5t62le21 lt696i978.55 5t374tE~5.41 
lt985.t138.69 _]~,m~~L._._.§..J..!68i852!LOL __ h.l2_7t2.i3.41 
lt611t724e76 ll5t936e24 lwl8lt66la81 2wl3lt884.74 
h916tSSie56 82.626.19 2w99AJ1516•ll .Jd.t5t286e15 
1lt1t!b.820e.U _______ ._6l.t0Jd.L _.1h2.Hif..2J.dl ____ 1el1ttULn 
~s,o~6,929.5E 320t42t.62 45,367t350.t8 11t91Ut709.0l 
~,104tl07.27 17lt973.35 412821080.62 2t45~t040e7l 
l8.6tl01 ... t.IL_. __ ._lStOU.OII- ___ __ll.ti1th.Q..1L..___ .. 12h2!L~1L 
1t586t08l.fil 3l4•481a'Sl 29288j48lell hfJ9t412.35 
801,628.23 Z81w9t2.;63- Sl:8.,71Se68 273wU4.!4 
393t38fi•IIL._~ __ htlt.tt 3.'-tJHI.d.L__ . U.2.t556e5E 
1t265t983.00 13t195.00- 1t25297!8.00 86Et48~.~E 
10t2D3t939.78 718,369.8~ 18tS22;309.61 10~t42~.Sl 
E6.048.oo . J,soo.oo .......... niJ48.oo . 381su.se 2,n&,ou•se fftd4S.'fl fi~lliYftilii ds,nt.u 
3ltt2e.o• 6,ue!IO'~ . •••n•·•• .. nd~t·•~ 
-----·-- ---~:_~_:__ 91~i...U,~.f' 
37t066.<j0 




















2E5t854 .• 7S 





. _ell,It4._o9 _ 
1tU!t522el1 
. lltln.n 
.. b'"'•"e·'' 80t639.tl1 
11"3t855t123.~6 
2E8t~!l.Cl .s 
~5,82~t1El.i.ll • I 
ltHOtl~C.C~- :. :.. 
98t'5~1tl'IC:.-:~- ~. 
12,2;!4,111 • .!4 /. 
2t;E t2H .::.1!- 1.· 
2tl4f,ta.CJ 
2t4~1tfC".El ~ -. 
:<f.o,;:~;;.·c 1. i 
3t021tH!:.~~ lo< 
34w~E~,:!~E.t;~- 2.! 
~,108,281.~€ lo C 
lEStEl~.~~- .. ~ •• t:. 
J,21E, 3El.U- 4.1 
lt20"3t3C(e1P- ~-1 
702tE33.72- 2.~ 
















0300 NC NAIU IN TABLE 11t376t65S.H -&911.-Us;,.·-.l- lle4lJil34J:.;'l~---1-tl8t;tf~ lt2~t.23 lle41Et509.44 .0 
8301 FOCD SUPPUES 6t!581t373.03 . .•.. •· ···Jl~f3 ····· f•O.e6ll•!l Uw4llt261e13 Ut836tl8lell- 9.9 
.. fl3J!_£ __ _f1l.U $UPp ... JES __ _ _ _ U;5t~.n~.U ----~b5ft.lt- • ·. iildB.U .: . ft'•-Hl•H- llhtf..b.l_f.' ___ .4ttfil9·U- 4e4 
0~03 FEEr AN[ VElERINARY SUPPL 76t36Ee2~ 1w588e80 7lt8E6.24 22t774.12- 5lt548.eE 19t682.E2- 1.3-
0304 OFFICE SUPPLIES 2t359t630.23 48t326.9S 2t487j9!1.22 1t118t181e93 3tl14t151.94 1t30Et194.72- 3.9 
0305 ___ H_P.Y.§J!IQL!;t_U!,JND8Y .AND ,J~ __ 1_,~;,,J~.9·JU! . ___ 2t844.U- lt450t2CJ4.3S . 71~,2~-~~'-._ ___ _l~'~'-~~.!.~~ -~·- .. ~48tJI~~-!L~I1.:-_ .2!'L 
0306 MEOICALtSC:lE111JflC AWD LA 9,9Mt244.39 Sll..tM.U lt•SM'f43.;$t. :~1~9.,.at'Jl•••l lhllhl25e13 27413~1.2~- t.e 
0307 EDUUllOUL SUPPLIES 3t812w922 .. 88 ~22wn~93 J.t:.JJ,'lJ•fl ,, . .;.l'\t ... J$:4,...1:1 3 .. lllw369e41 lf6tet~.U 3.2 
8308 JII.Q.U.8 VEt'I~J.L.$UPPLJES l.tl.lldll.P-'.5.-___ I•HLIL.:_ h*UitDdl . $·i6fJ.fiL.H..____ILJ.l.h.1.Jb_t'- _ :hYlt626e6~- ~.1 
j':i 
H .., 
---'-" - • 
----.--
LE&ISLATIVE AUDIT CGUNCIL 
LEGISLATIVE BUDGET INFORRATIO. -- RlWOR LEVEL 





~-.. :;:;:•:: ..: :r.: 










_ _ 2~~l.wUJ!. '!.J!Jl ___________ _ 261t118.00 12~~--
h741i238a2t 81St6U.54 
0;3!1'3_...-.AGRl~J./1, TURA_L~Y.EP_LU.~----
0310 CLOTMINC AN& DIY SGOCS 






_.l.Il)E.6t u 'l·26 










8!t .. l.Rt2.39.'S5 
_ _ .f_ll2 ____ PO.S.1UE _ .. ____ _ ___ _ 
0313 DATA PRtCESSilG SUPPLIES 
0314 PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES 
Q315 l'~lHJPi.§ $_YPPJ.IES 
0316 PHOlOCOPTJNS SUPPLIES 
8320 OTHER SUPPliES 
03JUl_ SUPPJ. JES 
0~00 NO NAME IN lAELE 
Q~Ol __ REith .NC" STAR-:-OI!IJ(fP 
0~02 RENTS - STATE-OWNED 
O~OJ RENTS - DATA PROCESSING E 
0 U_, _ JU:fH$ -:- E QU l P !liE NT JI.ON-OP 
0~05 RENTS - CTH£R 




0~20 OTHER FlXEt Cf.AR6ES 







0 c 04 
OFfll: 
CEOt 
c 0 c 
0 ·: C:' 
0 h)~ 









NC NAME IN TABLE 
CFFICE FGUIF~ENT 
~ECICAltSCIE~TIFIC AND LA 
~C~Sf~CLC EGUIPMENT 
MClCR VEHICLES AND EQUIP 
AGPIC EGUIF g LIVESTOCK 
AIRCRAFT ECUIF'-ENT 
~rLCATICNAL EGUIPMENT 
CATA F~C~E!SI~G EGUIP,ENT 
FRI~ll~f F.GUIFPENT 




NC NAME IN TABLE 
EGU IP KEI\il-CL IErU /PATIENJ~ 
OTHER EIUJPJIEIT 
EXHIBITS AND COLLEClJOIS 




_______ 3'ht5t.tL __ z...~ma.la hlatdu_ • ..i.3 __ 
5t15D.BO 394t585e2S 333t286.43 
25t968.65 284t0~2.3~ 126t3~1.8f 
__ ----~Jib~- __ l.tDJ2iD22.41._ hUhU8 ... ;,.2~-
3t865•at- 1""'292lliH 13lt,95t.U 
38•7'-'·•• u.an••'••u .2•33-'•Ul.n __ n.u.t.•~--~.sd•·u:a,; •• 2 ___ Ut.lll"-4-i..u __ 
495,997.27 140t798e04- 355t199e23 1t715e05 1Dt226.44 
..l.t053..t2.2...l..d..4. ___ __JtQSS.OO h09h28fi•Ei4 h~52t386.1L ._. __ 4..__3_40._443e85. 
3t859t794.16 128aiU.•I ••128i612e1i6 h211h5lle98 !lt635tD80.28 
4tD16t884.7t 38,974.1'1 4at5Stl58.89 ht46t917.2t 5t45lt644.~8 
1t62.b7.2b2.0_______ 2hlll•6!5 hMidUdL.~ 6UttHd8. ~-- . .1dlh017e~6 
377,156.70 26t860.DO 404t01Ee70 118t021.S3 ~18t!555.15 
213,741.00 2w391.12 216,132.72 ~25,251.9~ 1t813w35~.ss 
h783t1.2~~38_ ~'L197.•2~. _!t.f.!J..d.~fi·6_L __ 2.U.U.t~'!~~:u lt08~t114eEO 
53t4D6.68 U<t416•68 2&••tS1el2 lt168t4E4e12 
362t588e28 9t289.1D Sl1 . &69e21 184.5!6.81 611tU5.U 
3s2l8t61.9_._3;t ______ .... 3.D..Ut..H_ ....hA:Hi1Ud2 __ _l'l.'ldl'l.dL_ 9lltl22.86 
17,186,451.26 45lt800,40 17t618t251e66 8t933t8~8.~Q 28t538t823e17 






2t3U.t544efil _U.:U.JU•\:\ ___ _zt.7DU85.tl _____ ___ 287·~8 
1t3e7,864.42 40,617.87 1t428w~82.2S lt507w783.51 ~w258s755.f8 
1t762t042.95 303t151.19 2tD65t794.14 1t208t4D3.21 2t163t518.55 
~ _ Ji~.b~3_3_!"_19 _ 3a365.44 ,.fi24t.898efi3 588,436.73 .W~8-~t.§..I!Se5~ . 
4t266t5U..,32 i24 .. 83.0l5 ,..,liBJ ••. : 1-'l~J--~dfi •4tlllt11Jell 
h913w049.ot · 1•tD,il-t;• UG~&t.d •••n,us.n 
~i92.t2~t.tUt_ _____ ______ ____ 2~9d.31.11 _ ____DWl'--•1' _ 334,180.42 
3t286t130e06 2Dt186.14 3t30fii316.80 2t151t344e26 llt956t587e84 
946t080e40 15t150e00 961t230.40 1t634t1~0.95 3t341t908.SS 
_Jp,su.oo 2_~,_Qoo'!.O!!. _ -~-~---3..h!l81.J!J!... __ ~ ___ 1B..t.~M'!.H __ 28t~11._11 
3t322,aos.oo 269 ... 2.28 •••t1.ai1.2J lt126stn,u s.uttaso.t3 
6h132.U ~1-..22 •-·-··- ,. u_.1Jut ·· -· .. u.att.u Hlt&~J.n 
__ U....t.D-!IUI... _________ -'--~·~-----"- UtJh.M .-. U.~-ft ____ ,h~1l:tl3 
3Dt96le00 150.88 31tl11.81 45t12~.~~ 125t2~3.22 
622tlfi3.61 622tl63.61 105,699.43 361t8~6.73 
··-··-· -~---~--~- ____ ····-------------·-- ---- --.-. _....Hh.l~l. __ -~ ~ 7E4eU 
4i28lt4-He91 12•882.12 4•3699782.31 . h9thlt9.1t 4•231t 114el4 
4'14•41 . U4;,tt S<t61t.Jt ~s269e22 







FI~CAL YEAR 1~1'5 
FACQl£0 01/19/19 
PAGE 2 ' 
' 
... 
























































2tl3,t8lle63 O.eO. ) .. 
2t822t213.51- 9.3 . 
E51t124.El- 2.5 
~!5-~t_"U.le.'5!-.~!5•D~ . .....,··• 
4l5tl3£.14- 2.1 :••! 
166tlli6.3l- 1.8 ::,! 
34t'J!tle42- 9.9 
8tE50t211e04- 5e4 
2t3BG,GU.~5- '5.5 ';;! 
s,~~;s.es _ 2.Q. __ _ 
125t'JS7.15 2.6 , . 
54t52Ee35- 2e7 j;:l 
'"·~!~·~?: J~·- _;'':i 
'53t--2·~~ 6.2 '. 
2Elt10£.88 .7 :::1 
164.11- 9.9 "' 
131tUfe2E 2.6----;•i- · 
h79~.22- 9.5 .;: 








LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COUNCIL 
LEGISLATIVE BUDGET INfORMATION -- IINOR LEYEL 
fl~CAL YEAR 1515 
flCG1EQ 01/19/79 
.to ,. ~:-- _ fP6 !_HE_ Pf:~U!L Dl/!!_1/J_?_!!tRU_ 83/3117' -----~- __ PAGE :3 
i:! ~:t -·o[scR-iPTio~ 
I r-- U !I 0 _ -~t -~AJIIE I~ 1 ~E.U: 
. j 17111 PURCHASE OF LAIIDS 
I: 1112 .BUil.DIII6S I; L_;i_G - _8Jlfl-:_S1.6_UC.lU.U L _l.Rfi..DVIIIDI 
. 0162 NC NA,E IN lAELE 
0100 PERMA~ENl I,FROVEMENTS 
OSOO NO NA"E IN TABLE 
OSOl PRittCIPAL 
APPROPRUl£0 B AIIID C £XPtDt0 __ suu:_no__ ____ .MfLtUElt_____________ _ __ ....JUJ.. __ _ EXP£RDEtl FISCAL 






!..lld~~l_O ______ J.Ud20.1~ ____ ---------- __ 517.4f! 
h543,,62eS8 
tl,;us,731.u 




·t.sa .. •• •• 'Hh4n.;s1 tt.t,lt-t,a•n 
. 1&1 aJUUihM! U.Hidll.d2_ 




















, • ~ h ; ____ .UU _..ncn:REST 
















0800 FOR CEBT SERVICE ls5lle18- 19,0514378.32 32,515t174el2 
-
0900 NO NAPE IN lAELE 131t162e55 13ld62e55 &1,!14e&3 
1901 PURCHASE FClR RESALE, GOOD ;S,122t980e9' 3•112i911e9'J 2e6549Uie3' 




.,, 0903 NC ur,E IN TABLE 246,286.29 246,286.29 
0504 NO ~AME IN lAELE 2,287.81 2,2!1.81 
Q.'JQ~ NQ_ t!A'E IN T AEJ..E 
0907 NO NAME IN TABLE 
---~9li5~_74 __________ ------ _a._rnd!_,_ __ ,.,.,..,~....,...-
285•525·66 Jl$.siS•66 
0510 PURCHASES fOR RESALE •.t:Jh26a.n •t~mzu."JJ •••tt~sa.n .,,,9,456.11 
- - ---- --· -----~--
• j~ 1000 INVESTMENTS 













CASE SERV & PUE ASST fYRT 
NO NAR£ IN lABlE 
CAS.LURJICES_- fttTUCIAN 
CASE SERVICE~ & PUB ASS 
1Ut895.80 
u .......... . 
10t161,895.00 
18•101.11- su.us.•• - .,.,.__.n.il -
,............ ··-·_ -.· .. ' < .. -· 
---·----·-----------~-~----____ ,.uulth.u· 




. __ _lll;tl ___ RUIREfi!__N_T__.::_~lAH .. J!P.JI~.L- 12a327t72E.21 ,,_, ,, _- ____ 11.~~-21!126~~1,_. 2~.425,dJ8~~-- 11..t..H~..t.H7•1E 
.1282 R£111t(JIIEWT - POLICE OFFIC 1'1 .... &4.45 >Vii\tt ''"' •· • · ........ ""' "''''O'·•\ .... el'6 342,t32ell 
1205 SDCIAL SECURITY 13t858,0Ue66 1,·~·······-~ __ -. · -~--~ ... 11 h6219135e:5 l~Jt(> FEDJR~L WiltrHfi._J~.l~~--l_A~ES 25,_t~8y~f!.·~..§ ______ H JJINIUl~D liltfttiMe:l~ _2!t.l.Uw_tifi~·_l7 
1207 SlAlE ~ITHHCLtlN6 lAXES J,417t571.59 7,417;971.59 2,~58,282.38 6,528t919.54 
1210 INSURANCE 6t473,395.50 6,471,355.50 14,098tOE8.51 41t819w852eEO 
_l2~_0 _ _jl.!!_I2L _ _______ ~l6t~I!_5•?Ji _________ ~ _ 416w215e'3: -'~l:jil•H __ . _ !.U!..t.-'H~'-~8 
1221 U1Vll£U FUNt 4h9'J2e23 'Qi'tt2<~;J __ . . • ; '•¥•~=4•93 4tell3e4l! 
1223 CREDIT liNUlW 6,833,182.38 6;llli111•&c ·-· .... , ..... ,, 6•134,718.88 
__ 120Q __ _t_lff'J..QJE_E DE_DUCT_I~~ 72,5lbffie}...L ______________ :lJ_d_'flf472.Jt. U.UZ••V.U ~1ftf_2_tU3•-'l 
; . 
es,4os ,;;u .1'<- ; '* 
U!7t41l.ll- ~.o 
4,4~5,2te .El- 8.1 
!:Otl4~.H l.C 





















1300 Nt ~AME I~ lAELE 11,185,435.71 125,611.84 11t,11414le61 2w882tE04.10 7t431,512e1~ 4,415t07!.4S 3.1 
k 1__31)1_ S1A1_~ REJ!REMUl _ _____ ~!.t_440_,~g} .• 75 252'' __ ~. -.-.a __ ._oo 3h .• '_.· .. ti .. --_·_·.3.5 •. __ "J5 __ . __ -.·._·_-.-.. 1 .. __ ' •. ·._-2· __ -~. · .. 13 .. ___ '_' __ --'.-8.8_.-- 11ltl1~3.52 __ 8.h38!1t_SH.!"H-: ~'!.4 U02 POliCE OFFICERS RETIREMEN 29754;&53." ...... z.Jt -: ff.i&i?- ,::J:, .. , ,-~-~ 6,i818dlleU 4•111t131e93- 3e6 
1303 GENERAL ASSU!BL Y R£1JRE"£ _ > < . : ... -····• <;. ·: +,- . t:S tilt . •tzt5tt •• l ·4,hSU.OO- 9.5 
___ nH __ s~c...l.A.L_Sf;CURilY_ _ _ _____ lltl.~d27•-'1- ___ UJ.I.'JlLtl a.'JUiDSd'l :tfiM-.... W ' U.JatdU.io4' .JhJilt 724.52,.. 2•1 




"' "' ' 
----------.---·-·;·· 
LEGISLATIVE AUDIT CGUNCIL 
LEGISLATIVE BUDGET INFORRATION -- MINOR LEVEL 
_______ __f_C}~- Ttg_ PERIOD _01111.119 TMRU 0!/311l'J 
DPllOftJ:~T£8 ,S ___ - C 
~~t..!~------~-----·- _____________ ;__, __ $D:rt:·a•• -·---
UPEWQtD ________ ___:m_u ___ _ EXPENDED fiStU 
Y-1-D cocE DESCRIFTION OTHER FUNDS TRARSFERS SUD&El QUARTER 
1:::!05 --~Q.B~P.'.f.:_N?_ c;:_QI'lPUI~All:O~----- __ ... _fi"-!.t_06!·~~----·---!~t01l.OO ___ 6fi2w112.33 _2_81t 089 •ll. -
8t"l'l•31-4•!2 
IUtU2.5! 




1306 HEAUH liiSUUNCt 13t1lh36t.8l l'•l.ll_.. l3,78ff-t1B.t1 
1301 UtiEIIPUilkEWt C011PE11SA'l101f ••'lt-!i1ll•l2 l'11U4.1t ..-'f.Ut.._U; 
lJH~-'-HDJOJ·~ Cf.\IJfiDU-.'fi __ UOI" ' . . . 
132• PENSIONS REliFIEO &UARDI'lEN 3ls756.66 86t706e85 
1327 GRCUF liFE JWS-PRDB 8~0,643.38 891t643.3e lt531tl:113.~0 4tl14t014.80 























1 ;: J; 









UIDEMNill CLAIMS Jill) AllAR 139, 1'\0.831.18 




_ 13t825,'iU .. l'\ _ 
J.~'-•f48j_8:J:_J~l8 23t83Sd!1•2fi 6•hU6t9ll.U 
~dlh1a .IWH.t!1df.. 6t.S2h.9J7.46 
13t825t914.14 9t445w74le88 




UITU-DEPT .. lUW$FEfl$ 
CIVIL CC~TIGE~l TRANSFERS 
4t41ltii4E.44- 16.t81S,1Me29 ll.T'HUili.&S 
__ .H .. J:li&U.t..n.. .. ~l.hntiUlaD 
h'JJ!d21.9!!- I.:S21tf40.£~-
-





NO t<AJIIE Hi HUE l~t2G1t2S4e6l;~ •'·· - 'J•iii'iJi-*'f't: -. 
ALLOC TC CITY & TOWN UNRE . . . 
AllOC TO CllY & .TOWN REST '-~--~~~-- ---------- -------~--~--
l1!1t254.EO 
JldJ&dl.I.•.H...- ltd" t2~1.i.1 
AllCC lC CC~lTifS V~RESTR 
AlLCC lC CCCkliES RESTR 
AtLCC lC CCCllY LifRARIES 
AlLCC 10 SC~OCL DISTRICTS 
ALLCC-OTHER SlATE AGENCY 
AllCC-CT~E~ EkliTIES 
AllCCATICN~-FRIVATE SECTO 
ALtor~TICN-NOl APFRCPRI 3t207t254e6l 
- ----------·-- --------,...--------
NC I\JIH IN TAI!lE lt61lt54&~ .. 
Air. TO CITY & TOWN UNREST 
AI~ 10 CITY & TOWN RESTR 
AH l' COUI\TIE'5- UlliflESTR 
Al~ 1~ CCU~li£~ - RfSTR 
AIC TC COU~TY liBRARIES 
AlC lC SCHCtL tiSTRICTS 
AIC IC CT~ER fkllliES 
ALLOC A liCN-PRJVA.l£ ~Cl'fiJL. __ 
STATE AIC-STATE APPRO F 1wfi17t948.68 
1-~fif St~ WC CFI DISI'!Y.Rs_E_ -~-3t~S.8.L~~li-Z~- _ __ 
PURCHASE Of EVIDEMC£ 
LUMP SUM liD OR DISBURSE 33~t2'Ut8U._. -- --
14St848.,1 54lt515.ll 
1~w4Elt516.40 51t!48w~l9.~4 
___ _l_U.~_t~6.!5'3. 421t310.40 
3fd41t425el4 lh112t,l6e41 
4•81ts!B.-2! 1lsl18•6l5.n 








--- --~ -----.....!4U!It.,G... . h~UtH4 •. n ,,.,.,t,lll•e• 27t.--tl••u•.u 
~'l.USf"dt-.,f2 4~tl&8t3lle32 
_ ~~-UdHt~L__ n.ta•"'u 
11!~t612tE44.13 322t815w775.18 
33t258j0\~·~B _ ~-h533tU~Ji!. 
.·._ ·--·-.. - '-_.. . h321.2\ 
'5tUS.4H.!G 
,.ess.!e 
t.tte,3~2.eo -- ·~IHa.P · ~.as •. a.•a.,. 





















































24t8f'!lr!5Ue5t! ·4 ,,ese.so- 9.9 












LEIISLATIWE AUDIT COUICIL 
LEGISLATIVE BUDGET INfOR"ATION -- "IWOR LEVEL 
FISCAL YEAR 1915 
fACOlEO 01/15/15 
~ r:·--- - f~JLTHLPER.JOP_ !.t!J!.l!J,_ I~~\L 0~/3J_Jl'J __________ -~ ___ _ PH£ !:" 
.,1 ....... 
!:!CoDE DESCR·I-FTIO~-
APPROPRIATED 8 AWD C 
__ $_11'-.f __ AID ____ Mflt:_llBIIc _ -~-- _ ~~- __ 









2000 MISCELLANECU! EXFENtiTURE 9t015t1~~.90 
,~-- iuoo -MiscELLANEcus EXPENOITU -.,,i7s,i33-.9o 
5.t!l1~~3_,_'i!L ~7---t-i2hlt5._!lE _ Hlt2S•J.SD'3.~e 132t224t11E.ti!:- s.5 
'J,Il591JJ.'JI 41•121,189.86 141,29'Jt9G9.'38 132t224t11E.Of- '3.5 
' ~ I 
_ .. 2.1.08.-~AUS AND U.SE JAX PAID_ 5,81Jc.,;53 
5t01~.5J 2100 SALES AN[ USE TAX FAIO 
2200 BAD CHECKS RETURNED !:1,138.18 
51,138.18 2200 BAD CHECK RETURN£0 





~f.t'BO. CARR _FWD_~~~_ f"L _ 11t061w665 .... 2.11 
GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS AC1034t258t914.00 
AtDITICNAL APPROP-CG lt559e93 
(OMPlROLLER GENERAL 1051t328t139el3 
___ &rn~.a.. ___ .--- •••"'jll_5, 
St013.53 48t6E6e50 
st__.13t~.~1~--- ___ .._,,_u5.ss 
51,138.18 44,519.95 
11.d:lli.6Ua2J _____ _ 
1834,2589914.08 
lw559.'33 
- .. 10!Ut.ll8 iJ__3~_._u___ ___ _ 
2410 UNCLASSIFIED (EXPENDITURE 34,282t143e47 34e2129143•4l 251e1~1.~8 
"l _IU_O __ .Jltf~USSIFlEQ ESPUJlJlUR_ n,282tl43a'll~-- _____ ------ _____ }1t.DI!iln.d:l__ _ ___,~.J..U!l•.U 
2~00 HCSPITAL CAPE 11lt50'3.43 500.00- 111e00'3.43 856,244.28 
~500 HOSPITAL C-R~ l_l"tt_~o~~-43 __________ -~a.o_o~ . ___ J u__._o o s_,_y_________________J__u__,u_h_~ l! 
'~6. 2600 PROSTH£TIC APPLIA.CES 1lt405.63 
1.1t40.S·~3 
17.415.13 48,360.,;88 
' . ~~ ' 








2SOO FEES FC~ SERVICES 2CJoo ____ -FEES-FOR- s£iVitES-




~DC!O NON_::~Pf'ROP EAJ. FVl)_ SAN! F 340w'J18,_UJ~~J- __ __ 
3000 NON-APPROP BAL FWD SAME 340t988t410e64 
o\100 J)ll_FHU_C COsJ. RECOV.ERI£5_ 
4100 OVERHEAD COST RECCVERIE 
. ____ 11.dt.:i.~-'~- ______ Ud6o_.u 
232t980ell 
__ Jbl.~1.~ __ . .lHS'-.iHhU_. ___ ··- UlU-'~•!:7 
32•131.98- 1;699i414•12 644e595e68 
.. :tbU:ldt ___ . _ .bi.IJ ilndL--'-~hJID.2l 
72eOOO.OO 4t08lt821.DG 1t98!itUS!ie21 
12t52G._D2 
· ;+:-'·"-- ··· --tt•ut-.e2 










































EE4tSE4.SE 1 "' ·-24t514.10 2.'3 
12t252tll!4e10- 4.0 
12t252t18"1.10- AI.D 
_n_!!f~l:8 • .1~. ___ . 2~8,3te_.1S_~ _9._'L_ 
23&,3D&.t'.i 23&,3oe.t5- s.s 
341t588e41C.E4 0.0 
34Ut'388t410oE4 0.0 
___ . __ '---~•~l~·-a E;s_,3U·c~- ~.s 
6Sw313eJ3 6!t313e23- 9.'3 
-L_ '~~Q_ GEIIflt!l..__f~_DJ__f:J-"BUtt~t__REN_ .. ___ ~--- 1 jJM.Il __.___h_l' •• J.l lt2He37- '.ie'.i 
1t244.31- s.c:; 4~00 GE~ERIL FtNr REI~BURSfl'! 
. 6ooo. _q~_cn ~~_8R~n _h_;,s_.:;_. DO__ ____ _ _______ _ 
6000 CANCEL UlRRAIT 8,38!5.11 
1t244.31 lw244.31 
8t38!.08 _________ . . . h.38~!'(1!1 
. , f•~J.ictti ···•··· ...... ·· ;,i;(;'',·-).;?'i:dJf .· 8t38!ieDO 
JI.JL_ 
o.o 
61110_ l-U ... t' SUII! .lSh$lh5Jl~1.8 U'dnn~h\~.-Ol.HtiUhn____ :Ht:DI•"*"-~•Ublu. __ n _ 625d2.ht33.93 ·-•---
.... 
------.-, ........--.-
------ - --- ------·--------
----~-~- ... "•:''-:: :-~-( 
·- . [ ' ' 
f 
: .• 1 
-1 ----- -·-- ·--- -- . 





LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COUNCIL 
LEGISLATIVE BUCGET INFORMATION -- P.IKOR LEVEL 
, FOR THE PE~IOD UJ01/l9 THRU OUJl/79 ___ _ 
APPROPRIATED 8 JtUJ C 
_____ ...llH:t. MD MO 1111£1 




6.100 _____ l,_UMP __ SUPI ________ 751t576t500.18 1J,9t627d~6.4!:- 631t949t3S3e73 2t616.t_8~!!..._{!~ _ 





5:..6ti.tt. ---- ...... " -- ------ --
-----,·----~~------ --·· ------- ~---
------· ----- ---------- --------
---------------- ----· ------------ ----- ~ -·-· -----. -- -----
- -~----' ._,·,,·,._.,•:;.,.,;,_ •. _.,.)cW.'••"''' .:& ........ -:::L .&!.x«w ··:;:.:.~<. ,.-, .,· ···.·J: 
- ---- ........... _________ ------~ ·------- ---~---
. -----------















































LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COUNCIL 
LEGISLATIVE BUDGET INFOR"ATION -- P.IJOR LEVEL 
F()~ T~E. f.U . J!llL Q.!/Ql/1~ JHR~LJ!U!l/19 ------- ________ _ 
APPROPJliAlED 
_ SJATE Atm 
OTHER FUNOS 















339:1,,DO,l8(!.29 1'h~51•765 •. !l~:-:3~~hHb,2h~L .. S.OhHu.Jll._21 22J!4,E02,471. li~ 103E,~4J~ ,su .1~ 1.6 
·- --·- -- ~--- --------~ 
---~---- -------------------- ·-----..,..,,.,.......,...,-..,...,-~..,...,--




: ·. ~,:::;:&,::: 




LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COUNCIL 
LEGISLATIVE BUDGET INFORMATION -- ~I~OR LEVEL 




8 AND C 
A .. D OTHER 
TRANSFERS BUDG£1 
EX PUllED 
















-----------------~--------~ ·- ----------. 
------------ ---------· ~------ ---- -----·-------~-~~--~~ 
------------ -· ··----·-··· ----·-·-·-~-~---~-_......_ _____ _ 
. ----~~- -·------ -- - ·---- --...-·-------------- -------......-------·-






;;T!.T .. (··: s:.:t rr- - :i C.L ~ ot.4 
L2~[SL;T.Vt AUDIT :OUh,ll 
L~GISLITIVE eUDG~T INF0~~ATIGN -- AG=NCY L~VEL 
~J; THE PERIJ~ 01/ul/79 TH~U Qj/31179 
-···-------».EiiC..E.RU.I.EJ: ___________ JL.A!'it __ c 
STATE ANC AND CTHt~ 
<H1ENCV CTHi::R rUI'IDS TRANSFERS BUOGET 
-, ..,.:, :, ~;'k; ~;...._..;_._ ___ ~ 
Tl-'c ·~ iT;\f~El 11 rGit5.0IJ llt!llt5.v0 
CCLL'GE Cf' CHt..i<LEHCI\I 53.,10:0.00 53.101.1.00 
IJ:iJy, '''· S [i'y ,::. <:_~.____ ··--···--~----..Jh.JZ~~h~4----. -· --·-. __ _{i.,_J~Ll.65!ta.ltZ 
WlNTH~GP Cvt..LfG£ 287t562.6<t 287t562.64 
~·~-,·..-~WrEJi..~JlY ... · ..••. ·.· ··.·· ... · · • "*U~,111t.8·9 .. · '.. :a,,lQ3,~41:1.;1.. 6t1o\~ltl6.00 
~i:~n(. HiAl:.ttt OPU'tltfNJ,; .. --------.. ·--~-·· -----· --~-·. ·-··-- ~~ ........ _ 








25,1<:11 .. 88 
39.,634.83 
_4~<i3l .. ll4.27 
10,031.09 
:l., 895,335. lt8 
___ 3.409.803 . 31 
12, 3llt480. '92 
r: ·, '>~<·-= 
__ ....;._~~-~------~----....... -~·-· ~,_..;_ __ _ 
·:i 
---------- ... . -~~--------------~ -~---· -~~~~ ~-,...--,....---- ------------




··--- ·-··-· -·---·- -'---......:..~.=~~--'- ' ',' ' ,,,· - '. ' ., ..:.."""'~-. ...._._~~-------'-'---- ~----··--- __ ....._,4_··--···--· 
--------






14,116.88- o .. o 
13.265.17 o.o 
3 . ..38l.i •. 340 .. 15 (l..Jl 
271,531,.55 o.o 
2t25l,080.5~ 0.0 
.. 3...409 •. 803--.31~ --
2,507,297.14 o.o 
. ~-"'- -~--. ='==-~"'"'·""= :..-. - ...................... ......_ -'i 
I 
... 




FISCAL YEAR 1979 
fACQ1518 07/19/79 
LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COUNCIL 
lEGISLATIVE BUDGET INFORMATION-- AGENCY LEVEl 
FOP THE PERIOD 01/01/79 THRU 03/~l/79 FAGt: 1 
____ . ...APJ:RflPf!lAIH ---~- t;W:gENUEfl 
STAlE . ·AHD_ · _ _ _- .. ·.·- 4filf) Gf!'ftiltl _ .-. , _ _ __ _ _ ., :-.s 
EXPiNOFil ___________ _ ,JiAI£ 
OF 
..... MU UP 
FlS~J.. 
;o~~,,~·u••ea:s;;,,.lli fi:Rl:,;,L •• ._1Utii:IZ··~""'·"· *niUA,,"''~---- 1!--. ... JL._ 
·--· -'-· _ _.... ......:....,._..,.~~;;..,_, ..... _~ .---:---~ _..:_.,... ____ ...!\._. ··--·-·--- ---
1.0 
1.:u..zs ____ u:s ~10..1.1 1.3 
7,3ES,c05.78 180,836.38 5,204,7~1.09 2t365,701.07 1.1 
108,~4,259.67 20.,093,715.16·· 73,572,933.67 &t611w610.84 1.2 
't<•"~<~ ... ~.\1 ·~-~~6.15. 58.223.,85 l-.1 
. . .. l; •. _ • _-._ .• -.......... ;· ~·-··1 t~..:Sl6.90 o.o 
···~~.,.:._. ~: ~t·i:k-l,JS.;$/l 70$.354 • .54 .6 
_ ___:_;__._. ~-~.....c • ..i ___ ,~M-_24. j).,Q 
.l9Z.t4Z.O....QQ_ ... ·-- .. -c-c-.,.,.,. ~__._...,.. 
B72,.1Zi.-4S 7Uti~'il6-.~ 
34,931.88 12tl88.63 •\1.,358.37 1.2 
88.,365.42 1.2 
;~~~t<~~FtcE t;~:~~ti~i:ii · 3.t~tli~f~f zii!~:.t!~M!it\; 1i!lfi~.!i¥Utl 'fi~lii:i~t~; -i1t~~;::;~:;i -..t:~ 
£ C-RESEARCH/STATISTICS 
& C-Gfh.~~L SEKVICES 
H B £ C-MO TO f.< VEHICLE "'ftGT i ! I &t-ru:nP.EMENT ____________ __ 
i"l· 8 t c~PEJtStNNa; 
:·,_e &·c-to~~Bii!~L-----­
,1.! B £ C-EMFLCYH BENEF llS 
•d HIGHfR E:LtJCATJCN CO'fl 
HIGH ED TUITICN GRA~TS CGM 
,.-~- TNE tHAOEi ______ . -~--------·· 
''i.CLEMSON UNlVi!RSITY 
'' ~!JJ..LE(iE Of Ctii~RL,~_$J'Qfi.. 
l~ei FRANCIS ~Ai< I ON Cllllt: G t 
UNDE rcLL ~f _ 
t.L::llY~:~~I1L_c_:= ::.~c. 
1••: WtNTtlkCP CCI.LEGE 
ME01t.Al L:.Iv '<Sll'Y 
s. 737?055.99 
.... ~ :._g t~~.?~'t9.2 .. _92 
16,29:6.786 ... 3 
loa..,~a.,ots .. ao 
7-.939,005.86 
7.39.Q . -~u.os 
~·------ --·-.·-~---~-~ 
~ I t I 
I 
966wl02.18 1 .. 1 
~~~':.....- ~.6eDbS.6J. __ 2-l. 
47•1.702.83 1.2 
1.193,808.00 470,534.18 .3 
J . :ZJHta HQ.ll._ ___ , ____ ___.U6.t-.4.92 .. 67 _..5 
164•295.67 289w904.10 .. 9 
~tll5:.283e46 Zt7lfhl9T • .l9 .6 
~ 3Jl!Q·81JQd0: 342.lOB • .&fL . 9 
311.421.20 784,499.09 338,090.38 1.1 
9t630t798.65 25,660,250.69 58,444,078.71 .5 
1 _ a- :. . 6!iZtlz.a..l.L _______ 6.58.a.330.-61t ..• a 





~ "• •:rt•.a"t::t• ~o .. -..3..52....61.1.-.SJL .• 0 
.. 5,l_.ltS6la81 1.1 
l't.l05t028.-S7 1.1 
. LlftU.9l.OO 1 .• 0 
lt939,005.86 1,.14\5, 180.61 5,171,619.11 2,761,386. 75 .9 
5,737.085.99 1.,980,6~3.41 5,293,805.83 443,280.16 1.4 
. nP-r4_6?,429-:~-~-~Ja~6, ~.U,..U.-.1.92-129QrJ.Ql.,_li:L .. 2b8.1Z.I.304.H. 5 .• 8 
l••z!!l..-~~~•~ . ·~•t~~-: ., .... ~,-,.~.J,,lel.~~ _ .~t~.oM.sl 1.0 
us.a4 •• sa..;r.s. ; • .f:llfi,Q~I.l,. m!J"'lii869 •. 06 39.:.J:3t.059.39 1.2 
,_ .... -~-- : ... -""'"---""'--"'"' ~_;;.c~.....-~ -'----~--------- ----
... ... 
STATi ~F SL~Th ~~ Ql!N~ 
LEGISLATIVE AUGIT COUNCIL 
LEGISLATIVE BUDGET INFORMATION -- AGEhCY LEVEL 
FOx THE PERIOO Ol/01/79 THRU 03/31/79 
FISCAL YEAR 1979 
FACQ151B 07/19/79 
___ ·--~ PP ..P.JlPJU. HE.I: .. _________ JL.AN.JLC __ --·- _ 
STATE AND ANP OTHER 











__ ........_ ______ ,~--------------· -·- ~---=--'----'C ....:c..·"'~--··-·~-----------·-
AJV C0UNCIL vGL 6 T~C cO 97.296.77 486.00- 96,810.77 30t629.24 81,382.32 15,428.45 1.3 
9,479,249.41 1.2 
163,945.012.47 .l .. .(L ... 
s • .l-36,472.81 _.. 
"962.153-.14 2'14.265.'18 1.3" 
"• +,..,_2&9..J.3.. _____ ...1..JAA.S.U.Jl!L ... J....L_ 
. t\PCHlVES & 1-!ISTOfl.Y OEP'T 2t45l,(j27.78 2,792.85 Zr460t720e63 593,970.01 lt91t5,179.28 515,541.35 1.0 
ROO~ 82,720.00 82,720.00 13,165.58 57,093.41 25,626.59 e6 
__ J~Il~L.9...2_____. Z!:i-284.15 .. .2..:.7.az.._31~•'1 , 466t682.89 Zt4'k5...Z..9.8...32 2.5.7 .. 015.35 _..J......._ 
1t613-tl79.~ .. . 121,9tM.qO lel<ftltcl~·~(t _ .... _--- 419,>4!31.$8 lw392r212.02 349,451.6..1 1.1 
MtSH~ ·.·-•· ...•. _·-.··· .. · ._ .. 2t? .. ott~~;,:f. ; '•(/;• < -... _·······_.. . ~---·~~·~' .• ..~·.1~'.1;~ _.· 1.SO,Z12..;CK _. _ U9,805.6i .9 
, J p .n..~B~J.:ft'fl:Rtllt ... CJ!fi1J!:m. .. "---~-~---.:.l:tbl13..t::!i5t.l.l.w _i::.:c2.:J.l~ .. Jo..t1DdN.t.t: . &.ltD~~- 5.b248Ul.6..05... 1l.iU0 .• 20Q..69 ...l..Z,.._ __ _ 
" 1 ""'tNT<\L 11F.4l'l- DEP.c;?<Hof.NT 86,716,~14.00 86,716t5l~.C'(i 2•t.9CJ7,868e01 62,831.246.85 23r885r327.15 1.2 
M;:i'liT1~L RET~::C.:ATICN !JEPT 46,018,443 .. 00 46r018,443.00 l'h638,274.b2 55,95lr665.~1 <h933,22.2.41- 1.6 
_\1-CQHQL 6 i:~JL.~ll.L~t;J;C/'1_~--- _...5_t.l.53.21<.1.ft..!i6 _____ .. Z~a9.lt7aZl: .. .S...-Ul.a.A2.9....3..2.~. la53],Q25.lt1 ___ L.2.26.-56L..ll 9.0J.t~12.8..22. )....2_ __ _ 
. Su£'1A4. S!;RV !CcS CEPARl~cNT Zt'!4tb13r6-85":79 1 tl42a239.66 28_5,81~,9~-.4:.5 9~r<.~53:~77 24l.,.651h9::Jl.8l 38,160,913.64 1.3 
vat'At lQNAt R ~ttABl~ tT~ 1 lO_N .... a:6.-..,6f$ t283106itl .... · ... Jt~:f.,.4J; ,.,Sl .. M*.-o.l·-. &~~ .. (lZ ~tDt050•55 3 r4S1 , 543.46 · le& 
j~QM Qc:<t;J: liOWE SC.femL..:____cc:_ · ·.J.,jil6:5806dl< -c.';,;'c M:d!IIA'..tf,l. ··. l.ilfl•iibl&ii49: . t!Mr*f'VJ•JJlL.. __ lf..1.d\JI0.5l:L___ -~.12..1..U .• ..l.d~---·~··. 
'i:CSTE~ CA~t ~:::VIE:Ioi BC~ SYS H7,Sl0.75 20,966.61 218,817.36 58,687.47 154,915.76 63,961.60 1.1 
Cl-!lliJt<E~S SURE 4U 602,547.35 lOt 254.00· 592,293.35 164,912.02 408,539.29 183,154.06 1.1 
1?~-~lJ. CUMMI !i~JJi.~ ··--- .. ______ .. .. ----~tll.~a2.Q.-:-· --. -~~~_ ... J;i::>...----~LflU....:U..~- l ~ J sa, 419. 69._ .2.....92.0--:lt.S.L..U. 826.,190 .. 70. -.-L.2...-
4G11'fG {)OMM!SStmt 5t866-.667.~,J ~(:l't,10:2.7'& s.tl:itUO..U l"lr6~.,f0.,64 5,561;,804.13 4-llt965.98 l..:t 
hlJUSIN& A.U'THO-RllY h422tl01.e5~ 't:Zt·O<ta•i~ ••BliO•f11•.1• · _4Q.-.;I$' .t.oat.,t.U .. l6 U2•4•U.09 l..Z 
· Ht,.t~..N .. Af .. fA1H::.S. t.C:M~ .. __ . ________ 63fa910 ... 9'JL... __ n_____________ ___ ... 63/u.s.m .... n.____ 2oi;, 065...15... ____ . 5U .• 460.9L .. 1.19. .. 450 .. 0.0 Lr..1. 
I v::::::;A;,ls Af-;,;AH'5 CEPT 713.,7e2.75 773,782.75 zo3,414.0c 587,211.28 186,571.47 1.1 
i!:; ClR!<ECTICNS OEPARTMENi 3!$,383,807.16 35,383,807.16 10.,3831 305.05 21,610,949.78 7 1 772,857.38 1.2 
I j. Pi:<JJ.BP....I..l!l!!_.f.AF- CLi:_.J'_~F.QQL.§.Q.,_____ _3...t.12S...t.ll..l....2fL.~~--- U<l· ZB~ a9L-~~BetlHil-63 -- •· Q15a '33. l (I 2t..a2.~ .. u.z.. u - __ l...-.ll6:l.wl5 .. a4 -·..._a..,.,..____ 
~IJUTH $-!~¥lGfS .CEPARlMetH 11 .• 7\\-Sy&ftlo..O l42tlt••~ lb.60~4J'J.-ttQ ~"tt~~~ 8~J53-h500.10 J .. 065r917.00 1•1 
'fle.RCARE _ 3,1S5t,7~,_43 ______ .. _ --._ ~f_.,a~t82i. _ 3,l"J8.1t'~~_J5; ._l.J~-~.1.'8··0~ .2..681,251.13 __ 996,32.6.12 _ l.Z _· ·. , ---r:•· • "''"'"w~:nu -~Wltc.li._ . ........c .. ---·--· _z.,t.t•~..Jal.R .. :c:.'"~ ··· iU. 2"!0~,-""-~~U~.Oh ... · qlit:MLAl -hU3 .. _UL.IO. ____ I .... 4.51...68.2 •. 1.6.._ --~ 
'~·~t.TER REStJUt<.CES COfiMISSION 1,072,105.63 1,072,105.63 220,681.64 612,782.02 ft59,323.61 .a 
. LAND RESOU~Cti CCNSRV CCMM 1,~59,264.15 458,091.54 lt917r355.6S 523-rl98.46 lt414,654.49 502 1 701.20 1.1 
TRY CC~_~I SS,ICN lOtU'it€35.32 104,~9,.~6 10,~9!J1 ~~"t•$!8 , lL:~• ~l5.ft3 lt OQ!?t5Z.~ .. ____ .lt.Z.08t1Z2..f&_.....l..Q 
UfTtiRJ!-CiPAffTMi!8T ... SO!i49fi!O.Ji5 _ 941.f'i~•<ll- 6•4H•·i~..;.:i:6 ·.•li.,,a.,;QS.,•l ~t98.ltt67~•S3 2,.6U,.,57&.U d 
Ci.EMS<ON ~,..J:V~AStlY PSA. 31t213:.J.U.GO <·.•·. _ ..... • _ ... ·· 3-.tc.2il3i.U*~•Cl(l.. . -I..-~SI:~f-6~~·.a. 2h.:ll?.dt02•63 9,895,.560.31 1.1 
. .!!l~~~Fie -.• !L~AR·l'!~_f!ti:.~_.Qf;P11:.__. _____ l7d~li~j'~~-c .:.:~ 7'-f.t~ ~ 1.7t$-991AB*-.U.:.:L <iiUft2d-.·B. ____ 1QJ,6,i,)JIP.• 00 S.-137dl39.8l .l .• .Q 
G:JliSTAL C\.:llli:iL ltllStS58.25 7,890.50 lrl26., 14S.75 247,057.18 652,562.14 47•'hl86.61 .9 
PaRKS ~ll~EaTtCN & TOLRIS" l4,045,82l.57 2,0~8,770.98 16,094,592.55 3,936,019.93 12,889,217.94 3r205,374.61 1.0 
_ _;)_cV!;LC£ME~T E!Ct.RC _ _ _ -----#~-.d-~-----.-..... ~42~.-~-U,.5l~il ____ ---~~.23 h9_2g_t . .b5.9a..li !l.1'ta.a61 • .1JL ... ....a___ ... 
j:~;;T!HOTS Punn 0€V trUTH 2'til3T.~3.10 115•4-'9..-06- 2f:i12-1J964i~q4 __ ..... _ Ztl"11;·~11•60 89'1,.0.73.25 1,221tt890.19 •'-
f1,._.~;cHiLt. AUT~H'V _ _ __ ' lM•CM.OO __ - _ _ ... ___ _ IM~H"4>08 "'" •· -~ ... ,89 S0,092.1G 54-.0~6.90 d 
_.QJ....fi___f:J.tl'ftN:fiE a!JI.Lilll'l!i.t~~--~----.. --.. - ZMl:~:O..... ______________ z. ... m ... §:L ______ 2.6,:3.5~--~----.5.. ;a:J.s~g:; ____ ...1.2. •. 4-..z.L..99... 13,.937 .. 4& ,.a. __ _ 
OiJBuc s ~Rv rc.:: cu,.,~I s :tJi~ 3 .. .to4.1G5.96 s, 21s.oc 3, 2.u9, 3Z3.S6 743.610.31 .z,oa6,484.05 1,122,639.91 .9 
INCU::TH..;l CC,..~:S.>IU!I. 1,440,656.5U lr264.00 lr<\41,920.58 377,861.71 994r207.24 447r113.31t 1.0 
"'l w.D"Kf>I~NS j.:t;;f"PEII~A II.Q...I\ fYI'l..Ci.. 9rJ,Ll•62!i.SZ-___l..t~.U,9Z't•.36 _l.!h.2.~~.9...fi..IL .. _.~lJ_.-~'t.:z...3.!i __ .. ~.t..IJ6..8 .• 2.47.a!i 6.t816..002..2.3. _ -•'*--" .... 
·~·· St:OONO tNJliRV fiJND 2,Gol,47.8.14 z,uo.8.47 ••. l.lt ltr20:,9la..oa 920,286.22 1r08&,192.52 .a 
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BALANCE EXP ACI:!NCV OTHER, FUNDS .· ·. . faA~SFERS BUDGET 
:=rNAr-•ciAL INsT 5c-Acro~m -----15,o1c.-~----------------i5:0i0~7io___ 2,838.92 -----12,455:~1 2,554.59 .a 
FINANCIAL INST SD BK EXAM 558,493.00 558,493.00 151tl49.46 425,086.21 133,406.79 1.1 
FI~.P-1\C_I!L_lliST.~_Q_-CO:\fS FIN 205,060.00 ~--~-- 20~,060.QO 'tCJ1 70CJ.Q9 ______ _l43 1 36Z.81 .. ____ .6Ltdl--13 ... 1...0... .. 
CDNS•JMER AffAIRS CCMfi! 583t310.00 583t'!lO•OO 134,820.67 394,452.08 188,857.92 .9 
DAIRY •((:JI4MI$SlON __ 18~h46'+•2l . . un,~.21 .. 46,8034.80 132,.818.D'l .54e"6e23 1.0 
L~J}.QB..QePARt~!- -----~61a-245a16 U&.l<\6-41 .... J,2JCJ.3SZ.Jt >860el9A.1ll· .. 2..82...539..n _____ 986.&52-.6.6 __ .l.tL 
·~x CCMMJSSICr 156,979,267.79 129,225,909.87- 27,753,357.92 3,441,559.42 9,557,823.80 18,195,534.12 .5 
•<LCOHOUC EEV CONTRCL COMM 1,318,203.94 13,7~2.00 1r331r945e94 360,466.73 953,393.10 378,552.8~ 1.1 
::;_TJl.If: ~I!_I_~-L~Q.~MlS.~.J_P'L.--~ ~ ____ ..l.0..1..t..2._~.._~JL _ _ ____ l01t.2~.28 _ -~---aa..65.5.Jl2 6.J.,gaz ... O..L 39.25.2 .. 27 .• 9. 
EMPLOYMENT SECURtTV CC•MH 198w07S,380.46 ~h63lr419.45 207t 706t 199.91 28,498,579.36 76,974,924.81 l30t 731,875.10 .S 
ACCOUNTANCY 13CARO . 85,857 .. 00 85, 857.QO 2/h489.64 45,4>27.,83. 40,429.11 1.1 
r·'•"Al!iHil~Jti;RAL••EAM!..IUL~.--· ·-~~ ·· · · ··· ' ·4Ah·:l•· AA ,c.:__~ L/llfLU _ -~U..Ath!l& "· _ ... __ _J'J•U•..;D-2 ~.:.....&..-
.. liUCTIONEERS CCMMISSION 9~t111.50 15tl89,0o- 79 1 522.50 11 1 527.63 38 1 502.76 41r019.74 e6 
·STATE 8Ai< 339,081.28 339,081.28 83r500.00 117,681.28 16lr400e00 1.0 
_bAf<_BfP,_fL~AM.l:tP S...J1QAP.Q. __________________ M .... 't.'ll..Q.!L .. _ ____ _____ ________ _ 85.41l.QO __ U,..J.li5....6.8 ---·------A43.~-- _. 23., 121.11 _ _.g_ __ 
'! CEMETEJ<Y BOARD 2t55l.OO 2....-~51.00 51l.o.07 lt440.96 ltll0.04 .9 
'I CHIRp~~ACll(: EZAHlM!F $ &D 15,555.00 l5r55S.OO . . . . . 15,555.00 0.0 
: J::blNll!:NCT~RS. LICENSING 80 . ·13.(u93La1ilL__ · 131tsUt..AO. ··. _33 •. 1&:34.5!... __ ----~---- 43e266.89 .L.a.._ 
. C •.)MET IC ART .::XA~INEF<~ 80 l97,CS8.00 l97,C98.00 52,932.22 124,211.3.6 72,886.64 1.1 
'
1 J~t.:T !STRY ECt ~o b1 ,458.00 67,458.00 21,828.24 45,186.35 22,271.65 1.3 
·: E.'" G U >: ~R If; C :?! ,1.\ "'!I N F _j,_j__Q ____________ j. 5 C..L'tJ.B. Q.Q__,__ ----------------~.t~JJ!......Y.Q___ ___ ~.dlla..2]____ ___ ..2';t.J!th.113 _ _ .5.Q....Q.13 a11 _ _l.., .. L_ 
· ef4•lHRON ~Y.S .O~R SO OF C€RT . 58t24o.OO .· . 58,240.00 13?116.58 32,891.03 25t354a3l .9 
<=flfi::Slt'R$ R2GI STRAHON 80 ~,.4t48a09 .. .. ~•:t.4to;QO .. . . ·.. .-.. . ... · ().82e89 h'lt..5.11 Q.O 
L_rUNe·rt~ ·· S£RYICE• _ l:WA'Ft· :...A:b2..4.ti~------------ ----~·541.()0 _____ 311• UO •. ti . 31.149.26 ___ _ _ .L.3ll.J.4. __ .1...aQ_ 
,'"[ ~ UCAL tXA,INI::;;' 8QARO 245,655.00 245,655.00 69,196.44 190,361.3.2 55,293.68 1.1 
;::·'
1 
N.J.:\S ING er:J\RC 331,126.00 331, 1.26.00 69, 665.22. 208,939.17 122,186.83 .a 
''"1_NUi-$ ING hCMc .. -\ PLi.~_JiQ.___ _...U...,j&'l..._QQ_ _______ ~-~-----·--·-....U.J 6C9.UQ _4, QQ6. 95 ________ '.;l_~.1..8...3S._ ____ .. _ .. .Lb.3.1J.b.l---1...2-. 
QC~OP4T1tt.&AL. ltiSttAPY liQARD 2t3.0U.o(l0 . 2tlOO ... QO 7'JZ..48 2t188a2.5 U.l.tS 1.1t 
"r Qfi'TU~l~Y & :tiP;rfC~;Alf~~ 8& . 11.980..,0G ll•UO<t~ · · ..... ·. ······_·.···.· .·.····•·· .. _·.· .... · •.·.. _.· 
, "~ Of!lT!ClAN~Y 'SUitNtfiG IOA:tm. . $r214. Itt • S.AYA. zw.J&::»u 3,Sl4.02 ___ .ld:'iL_gJL_,_t..L_ 
'"
1 !1PTQMETRY EXA~HHNG BCARO 12,706.00 12r7~6.00 4 1 879.69 10,611.13 2,154.87 1.5 
'"' PHARMACELTICAL EXAMINERS 70r612.00 70,612.00 15,780.31 47,919.58 22r692e42 .9 
i"!_£'1-lYS !~At H·ERAP I ST EXAM 80 8,286.00 -~-- Ba286,.00 ~~ §Qit-47 ______ 
0
_h6..1Q....OJL __ " ______ _.ZJ.{tl_6.JLO.Q__l.d 
. PODIATRY EB .. JHERS Q(l~D ·. htSS.oO , _ .•..•.· .. ·.•_.·. h~~S•® ··.· Ul•44 •U8.26 111>.14 .,.+· 
• PSVC~ 80Af\OSF·i.••·•cc .· . 6tU4..80 .J .• , •. ,. . 6-•liO•oQ:·····-.·····•~. _ .. _ ... .955.:$9 _2.6JJ.48 3'1642•52 ·.-.; 
' R!i'AL 'ISlAT&< QMISUCt! • . <\Z.fl'diU:•OO: .. · · ... RO&Mf:tf:M; · ··· .......... \ lSF!1&LI8 236•141 .. ·~" _____1_.fllui20.l1 .;z. 
;,:~SIJENTI>4L HCM:= BLORS CCM 18lr442.00 187,4~2.00 53,756.84 131,159.06 56,282.94 1.1 
~cGISTEREC SANITARIA~S SO 3,877.00 3,817.00 649.51 2t018.96 lt858e04 .1 
. ~'1CAI,, .. ORI<ERS. REG. BC,. ... . . ·-. -~ 3,03~&~----·· ~ ·---...,--~------- 3oQ3~•0Q ~fl• 80 ______ -.,--~9..-~ ___ ~.51 .1 
SPEECH'I't#Tfl &AUOl EXAit tO> · . s.aas.q " S•3-M .... M .... _... 3.3M.99 1..,970 
v~r~:RtNA~1 ,.enit~r. euM .a() .... · .•• ,3 •• o . . ..... • .. '·l•~oo Y·· < , . ·~7o . J,5st.3a 3;19s..a ..•• 
·' rPA'""'ft BP Fif atJ Gf•·&OY . J .• Sllt.a&lacll• ,,, _ · .· ... a.,SJLMhM ;',,:,;: .: < •·2JIUi.::24 • _ _c__~ .:.::141d09.16-- _ 3•1Mdn..2*:. __ .~:.:: 
, 4~RCNAUT1CS :c~~ISSIO~ 2,275,567.18 662,078.57 2t937r645.75 663,~18.58 1r489,679.13 1r447r966.62 .9 
:', PUBUC RAllMIAYS CGMISSION 300,275.00 180r000e00 480t215e00 180w000.00 330,000.00 1.50,275.00 1.5 
·e: _!i!_§_!:IWAY t PUBLIC TRANSPORT ~71,697 t86~90 __ ----~-- 271,697a860.QQ.._ 9Zr UZt'tSJ.U ___ l92.t.Zl.3t.Z.Z.7.S.tL .. 79.r!tMa.6.~.Z _ ..d._ 
OUT SERV!Cii 82.90tlw035.00 1Sr02Ue36-. 82r893•01<\.64 2lt-9t8, 890.57 1lt1:54t 7.34.44 9w738w280.20 1.0 
r•.Ati,.,A#J:J~, ... ii1"'~'''flSH CQ,"M ';". lr~~~.Q.Q.".;, ·+"·''''"''' .•. .,,"~''"" .. a.,lllOQ~ .... ,,,,.,, :1.400.00 0.0.. 
-----.:..........-·---· ---·---·------~~---~---.-~ .. - ... ·-·---· - -··- +•-- -----+------
~ j,:l 
1~5t.~. <·~'\:'::·:·:·· :· 
~ i"l 
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1;;6t:t:~I!:''3 c;a!'~~!':'IJ· ----··--·----··· __ &AIE 
OF 
EXP !ALA liCE 
3ltt200.00 o.o 
85.00 .. 5 
'11.1.7U•"7:J .. - _____ 1.2...11l8..3S ... 1 .• 0 
· z .., ... so- z.o 
·asl••o o.o 
·~tmftttftift$ ~OfW',t.hS ADl CD.H ___ l.J25.ll0 J.a'US!!i;® Hl.:il& __ __z..tta.,U ·---·· .Zti....U~ 1.3 
--· -·-- ··- ·- --· ----- ·· ·-- ·· ·· ·-- ·· 46r400.ltlt 0.0 
!··iP:RTS ~urr.2c.'T1v--H . 
. !." 79 
3r787.06 16,652.16 8r347.84 .o 
~f\\[<~•/c~,>< ~~~---- ---i~~:;- ·:! 
· · J.,tns.ta 1.0 
L.............. 1 • .,... .• .,. c.,. ____ 3 ,63§. 73 J...2. 
257.52 2t655.36 9r3lt4.64 .1 
842.85 2r008.33 llr791.67 .2 
-~-----.---·· 1~:,~:;;: ;. 1,.:·~-' ... ~-i:tl ___ .. -::::~:~~ j):~ 




2,Ju.au __ ....5 
12.209.39 ·' 
12~.,.12 o.o 
.. 1hhl.U __ _.4 
17,188.02 .4 
lt00.62 2.2 
·"'~ t.~H'Jill• .. \0.1 •. ~Uifil L<!i:;lifi l\11'«::::'•'~' ---~l.!ta!t.L__ . ..-7 ··· · -· · · ·- · · · · ·· s.,261-..it6 .6 
1 . .Sl.4.34 0 .o 
6 .• 414t • .)6 .L.D 
70.00- o.o 
945.00- 3.S 
~· •"(• yy~ ______ _2.Ju..JljL __ .. s 
.. - 5.,536.01 .5 
5.315.00 5,315.00 
665.736.00 665,736.00 1~5,593.56 
... ____ 99,o39.552~-·---J._,ba9.~79.oo- pJ.~:>o,u~.qo 15.ua •• zu .. 3o 
to,uz,ne .. oo hOitt.Uo.oo n,1t4.sza.oo 3t.&$9,sto<o49 
• -~.~fl. ______ ·--- ~~·;=:.:t ____ .__ • --~36.&2'~·· "• • _ • ':g: ~==~-.2. •. n •·· ~-·}'" 
900, ooo.oo 900, ooo.oo 250,000.00 
3•S90.83 .1 
•. 2,51.~00 - o.o 
1.854. 56- o.o 
614,162.91 51,573.09 .9 
. 3.h~IL.1~ .. ..ll.a..o.5.L5U.26. _ .9 
'lritOl.545."" 9,7729982.56 .& 
500tOOO.OO .· o.o 
1 . .04,93;.21 .... --- 6t577'# - • 7 
900,000.00 1.1 
, uo.,p ... U rZ51.._W..Jl~:.3.3.2h.l.4J1, ~23· 20 e-'l6, 1!16, 111.2~ 2284,602 .~11. u!i l.D.36...SAS ... 9.!tb.~5 J. .. b 'i, r--. _ .. _____________ ---·-. 
'- ,{ .STAtE TOTALS 
I"~ -·------·-
1.9 340!bsts,ns.z-t. o9..54s,sz3.9s .... 333s,9oJ,zu1.zli eo •• 1 ... •ru.-z7 1296,913,957.97 1oa9•.«it),z~t3.29 
- -·~----- ·~-" __ .......;.. _____ . ·-·-- '.''.::':' · .. ·: .. ,_ .f·:· __ .. ;· :--~,,-. . . -~.:-.:-··· . ·'· . ·:-....... , ... ,. ; . 
1'2! 
~ 




SUlvMARY OF PURrnASE ORDER ACI'IVITY BY AGENCY 
FOR 1HE QUARTER JANUARY - MARCH 1979 
This is a summary report of purchases made by Central State purchasing 
for State agencies and purchases made by agencies directly from commer-
cial vendors • 
It is important to note that purchases against term contracts adminis-
tered by Central State Purchasing are included in the quarterly and 
year-to-date agency totals. 
Description of purchase order activity reports: (The report and the 
description were submitted to the Legislative Audit Council by the 
Central State Purchasing Section, Division of General Services.) 
A. This report is in agency alphabetical sequence. 
B. "Quarterly by CSP" are purchases made by Central State 
Purchasing for each agency from January 1, 1979 through 
March 31, 1979. 
C. "Y-T-D" (Year-To-Date) by Central State Purchasing are 
purchases made by Purchasing from January 1, 1979 through 
March 31, 1979. 
D. "Quarterly by Agency" are purchases made by each agency 
from January 1, 1979 through March 31, 1979. 
E. The last column on the right reflects a total of Central 
State Purchasing and agency purchases for the quarter 
January 1, 1979 through March 31, 1979. 
F. The last line on page 57 shows the State totals (quarterly 
and year-to-date) by Central State Purchasing and by agency. 
The Division of General Services has cited improvements in purchasing 
practices which are a result of the procedures developed for compliance 
with Act 561. Analysis of the data collected by General Services has 
permitted the expansion of the codes in several commodity classes. 
Agencies are providing better item descriptions on purchase requisitions 
and the commodity code m:unbers are being used more widely. They also 
report that more agencies are using the Division's standard requisition 
forms instead of cutting their own forms. This achievement enhances 
oversight and analysis and improves efficiency. 
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GENERAL SERVICES CUARTEPLY PURCHASE ORDER ACTIVITY BY AGENCY RUN DATE 04/20/79 
FOR PERtCO 01/01/79 THROUGH 03/31/79 PAGE 1 ... 
ACCOUNT~NCY, SC BOARD OF (llRL Y BY CSP ~>.544.32 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL 5,5-\4.32 L• 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 5,546 .. 52 Y -T -0 BY. AGENCY 
CGLU~8IA, S.(. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
.oo 1-T-D TOTAL 5,546.52 
THRU CSP CCNTRACTS .oo 
ADJUTANT GENERAL QIRLY BY. CSP 34,902 ... 95 QTRL Y BY. AGENCY 104,262 •. 69 QTRLY TOTAL 13C),165.64 
Y-T-0 SY CSP 57,Q95.1t6 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 292,001.19 V-T-0 TOTAL 349,096.65 
COLUMBIJI, S.C. Y-T-0 8V AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
~OVISCPV CUUN. VCC & TEC~ EOUC QTRLY BY CSP 20.10 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL 20.10 
TECH. E CUC. Y-l-0 BY CSP 161.75 Y-T-0 BY AHNCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 161.75 
COLUM8IA, S.C. Y-T-D BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
AERCNAUT ICS CGMM ISS ICN QTRL Y BV C SP 64,329.06 QTRL Y BY AGENCY 6.303.17 QTRLV TOTAL 70.,632.23 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 101,365.47 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 12,624.31 Y-T-0 TOTAL 173.989.78 
CGLUMIH t., S. C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .co 
~GINGt S. C. CCMMlSSION ON QTRL Y BY CSP 186.93 QTRl Y BY AGENCY 440.46 QlRLY TOTAL 627.39 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 863.39 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 1.127.50 Y-T-0 TOTAL 1,990.89 
f.C:LU·h-\It., <;.C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 10.80 
l~<TCJLTWH GEPT. S.C. QTRl Y BY CSP 46,165.85 QTRL Y BY AGfNCY 29.,802.51 QTRLY TOTAL 75,961.36 
Y-l-0 BY CSP 79.,179.14 Y-T-D BY AGENCY 79,053.42 Y-T-0 TOTAL 158,232.56 
I Ct,L';·«·[;l, <;.C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-..,. ..,. 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 25.,688.61 ' 
l.f: H.l I ( !'< f'V. CUNT~Ol CCM,'-1. QTRL Y BY CSP 5r581.11t QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL s.,sat.l't 
Y-T-0 8Y CSP 109,192.66 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 10,791.81 Y-T-0 TOTAL 119,984.47 
C L! .,I~, S.C Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
\ L .. ~. ~··L .... '>< uG ,\flJS E CCMM • CTRLY .BY C.SP 843 .. 49 QTRL Y BY AGENCY b.03-\.28 QTRLY TOTAL 6.817.71 
Y-T-0 BY CSP •• 471.60 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 17,490.65 Y-T-0 TOTAL 21e962.25 
r 1 ~ 1 · : :-, sr: Y-T-D BY AGfNCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS s, 086.00 
,.., 1 • ··; L ..1. ·: ~ ')-: t: :N S:; SC CtJ'"' ~ OF QTRL Y BY CSP 2w220.82 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRL Y TOTAL z.zzo.az 
Y-T-0 BY CSP z,zzo.az Y-T-D BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-D TOTAL z.zzo.az 
r L'; -~ ~ l ~ S C Y-T-0 BY A'ENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
~·~~IT CTURll EXAMINER'S QTRLY BY CSP 133.90 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QlRLY TOTAL 133.90 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 529.57 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 529.57 
CI'LUc-!2J~, S.C. Y-T-0 BY A(ENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo .. 
ARCHIVES & HISTORY DEPT. QTRLY BY CSP 9w51t8.57 QTRLY BY AGENCY 9.557.40 QlRLY TOTAL 19,105.97 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 43.174.18 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY (h 557.1t0 Y-T-0 TOTAL 52.,731.58 
CfllJ"iHA, S.C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CCNTRACTS .oo 
- ---~- ..... ~ . -~· --- - . -·· - .. .. _. - - - "il 
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ARTS COMMISSION QTRL Y BY CSP 11,299.43 QT RL Y BY AGENCY 4,875.07 QTRL'Y TOTAL 16,114.50 
ADMINISTRATION OIV Y-T-0 BY CSP 18,593.26 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 10,554.12 Y-T-0 TOTAL 29,147.38 
COLUMBIA, S.C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 272.52 
ATTCR~EY GENErAL'S .OFFICE S.C. QTRL Y BY CSP 12,484.07 QTRL Y BY AGENCY 16,889.10 QTRL Y TOTAL 29,313.17 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 81,664.66 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 57,986.94 Y-T-D TOTAL 139,651.6C 
CCLUM'H A, S.C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
AUCTION~[PS CCMW, SC QlRl. 'I' B 'I' C SP 14.64 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRL Y TOTAL 14.6'• 
Y-1-0 BY CSP 607.02 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY • 00 Y-T-0 TOTAL 607.02 
COLU~BI A, S.C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
AUDITCii\S rFFICEr s. c. QTRLY BY CSP 5,611.55 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRL Y TOTAL 5 r6ll. 55 
Y-T-D BY CSP 17,674.87 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 17,674.37 
COLUMDI~, SC Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
BARCER FXA~tSC STATE BOARD OF QTRLY BY CSP .oo QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRL Y TOTAL .on 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 253.03 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-D TOTAL 253.03 
C Olll M e I .0 , S • C • Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
BL If\lr., S. C. CCMM. FOR THE QTRLY BY CSP 48,881.64 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRL Y TOlAL 48,881.64 
Y-T-0 SY CSP 111,075.61 Y -T -D BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-D TOTAL 111,075.61 
I CCLU:"BU, S. C. Y-T-C BY AGENCY-
~ THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo V1 
I 
BUDCfT & CCNTROL BO., FIN. OIV QTRLY BY CSP 14,950.42 QTRL Y BY Ac:ENCY .oo QTRL Y TOTAL 14,950.42 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 52,686.15 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-D TOTAL 52,686.15 
CCLUMBI A, SC Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
BUDGET A~C CC~TRCL BGARC QTRL Y BY CSP 1, 795.0.2 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL le795.02 
OFF CF THE EXECUTIVE DIR Y-T-0 BY CSP 2,222.45 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-D TOTAL 2,222.45 
CCLIJMBI A, S. C. Y-T-D BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
BUDGET A~[ CCNTROL BOARC QTRLY BY CSP 810.00 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL 810.00 
OIV CF LCC~L GOVERNMENT Y-l-D BY CSP 810.00 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 810.00 
COLU"lf'U, S. C. Y-T-0 BY .AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
CERTIFICATION rF ENV.SYSTEMS QTRLY B'f CSP 196.11 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRL Y TOTAL 196.17 
OP~RATif NS, S. C. BOARD OF Y-T-0 BY CSP 1o006.17 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-D TOTAL 1,006.17 
CCLUMBI~, S. C. Y-T-0 BY_AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
CHIL~ SUPPOKT EN~ORCE~ENT OIV QTRLY BY CSP 2,117.98 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL 2.177.98 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 4,252.89 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-D TOTAL 4,252.89 
CCLU•H'H SC Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
J.HRU CSP LONTRACl.S._ .oo 
• -4 
---- ~ .. ----· 
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CHILDREN'S BUR£AU Of S.C. QTRl Y BY CSP 675.24 QTRlV BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL 675.21t 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 2,098.99 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 2.098.<J9 
COLUME!IAt S.C •. ·-- ----- ·- -· Y-T.-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
CHILC~ENS FCSTER .. CARE REVI.E.it QTRL Y .BY .CSP 431.63 QlRl Y BY AGENCY 6.00 QTRLY TOTAL 437.63 
BO Y-T-D BY CSP 752.10 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 15.0lt Y-T-D TOTAL 767.14 
COLU~BIA, S. C. Y -T -0 BY AGENCY-
_ JHRU CSP CONTRACTS .co 
CITI\CEL, ThE QTRLY BY CSP 58,614.22 QTRl Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRL Y TOTAL 58,614.22 
CC~PTf!CllER Y-T-0 BY CSP 146,660.62 Y-T-0 .BY AGENCY 1,787,1t63.93 Y-T-0 TOTAL 1,934,124.55 
CI-Aill F.S TON, c;. c. Y-T-D BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 89,919.82 
ClARI< Pill ALThCRITY QTRL Y BY CSP 97.00 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRL Y TOTAL 97.00 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 103.12 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 103.12 
MCCCPHCK, S. C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
CLEMSCN UNIVERSITY QTRLY BY CSP .oo QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL .oo 
~DISTr FXPE~I~ENT STATION V-T-0 BY CSP 106.47 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 106.47 
eU\ft<.Vlll", S.C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
\. 
r: l~' '' .> 'W Uf·: I V Ell S IT 'I' QTRLY BY CSP 50,664.'17 QTRL Y BY AGENCY 1,651, 063.53 QTRLY TOTAl 1. 701. 728.1t0 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 73,109.12 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 5,674,618.26 Y-T-D TOTAL 5,747.727.38 
' ctr·~~(~f·J c:c Y-T-C BY AGENCY-_,. 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 2,142, 810.36 a-
' 
.:-Lt· ;''IF ff-AJ;:t.ESTON QTRL Y BY CSP 71,912.78 QTRl Y BY AGENCY 137,682.45 QTRL Y TOTAL 209,595.23 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 145rlt07.66 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 320,660.73 Y-T-0 TOTAL lt66,068.39 
• .. ~ ~. •t: STCf~, 5. c. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 55,773.04 
·- ···u_~:', en ['>.1\L, s. c. QTRLY BY CSP 7,804.85 QTRLY BY AGENCY 3,B03.55 QTRL Y TOTAL 11,608.40 
'-Y-T-0 BY CSP 33,851.17 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 9, 287.25 Y-T-0 TOTAl •U.U9.02 
L'~·!J .. ", ~.c. Y-T-D BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
: SY~l·~~ MCT. OIV. QTRLY B't CSP .oo QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRl Y TOTAL .oo 
Y-1-0 BY CSP 881.50 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 881.50 
'·Lt.: :f'! t., sr Y-T-C ·BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
::f'"rf "::::r:- nc fl El IC Rpot ~ MUSEUM QTRLY BY CSP 3,480.00 QTRl Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL 3,480.00 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 3,840.00 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 3,840.00 
c::Lu:-· e u, s. c. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo "" 
Cl.'iSU~EP AFFAIRS DEPT. QTRL Y BY CSP 2,1tl6.16 QTfU.. Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL 2.416.16 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 21,691.05 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOlAL 21.691.05 
CCLUI'BIA, s.c. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
-- ... ---- - ---· ., ---··-.- -'·-- ·-· ··-· __ ... _____ ...,.. ___ ~ ---- -- ~ ... -- ---- i~, 
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COiU< FCT IONS, S. C. DEPT. OF QTRl Y BY CSP 890,005.19 QTRL Y BY AGENCY 1,003,420.71 QTRl Y TOTAL 1,893,~25.90 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 2, (:98,638.97 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 3,052,007.67 Y-T-0 TOTAl 5,750,6~.6~ 
COLUME U, S. C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 986, 566.81 
COSMETIC ART EXAMINERS QTRLYBYCSP 79.10 QTRt Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL 79.10 
Y-T-D BY CSP 304.0~ Y-T-D BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 304.01t 
COLU~eiA, S.C. Y-T-D 8Y AGENCY-
_ THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
C~I~INAL JUSTICE ACADEMY, s.c. QTRL Y BY CSP 31,697.28 QTRL Y BY AGENCY 2,939.58 QTRL Y TOTAL 34,636.86 
Y-T-D BY CSP 112,980.37 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 130,245.<J6 Y-T-0 TOTAL 243,226.33 
CCLUt1elA, S. C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 15,U5.34 
CAIRY CCMMJSSICN Cf. S. C. QTPL Y BY CSP .oo QTRL Y BY ACiENCY .oo QTRL Y TOTAL .a::> 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 304.96 Y -T -D BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 304.G6 
CGLU'~e IA, S • C. Y-T-C BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
DEAF & BLINC SCHC'Ol OF. S. C. QTRL Y BY CSP 160,210.45 QTRLY BY AGENCY .oo QTRL Y TOTAL 160,210.45 
Y-T-D BY CSP 173,250.50 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 197,498.23 Y-T-0 TOTAL 370,748.73 
<;P~RTNIEUP.v 1 S.C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CCNTRACTS 97,777.54 
DENTISTRY, SC Pf~RO Of QTRLY BY CSP 210.00 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAl 270.00 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 270.00 Y-T-0 BY .AGENCY .oo Y-T-D TOTAL 270.00 
I COLU~!'IA, S. C. Y-T-0 BY AHNCY-
""" --.) lHRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo I 
OEVFLOPMENT eOARC-, STATE QlRLY 8'Y CSP 21,019.23 QlRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRL Y TOTAL 21,019.23 
AfCnUNTI~G ~FFICE Y-T-0 BY CSP 38,627 .. 22 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 50,It96.91 Y-T-D TOTAL 89, 12 •• 13 
COLU"'E IA, s. c. Y -T -D BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
ESD~CMIC OPPORTUNITY OFF. QTRLY BY CSP 12.196.10 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRL Y TOTAL 12,196.10 
Y-l-0 BY CSP 17,597.15 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 11,597.15 
COLIJMEI.a, SC Y-T-D BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
EDIJC.AT Ir.N lEPT. CTRLY BY CSP 228,404.10 QTRL Y BY AGENCY 2,528,232.19 QTRL Y TOTAL 2,756,636.29 
O"F I r: E C F TP.ANSPORT_A T ION Y-l-D BY CSP 7,104,417.16 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 5,506,113.24 Y-T-0 TOTAL 12.610,530.~0 
COLU~f.'IA, SC Y-T-C BY AGE~CY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 5,298,173.77 
-· -- _ __, . -
EOJCAT ICN, S. C. DEPT. OF QTRlY BY CSP 137,012.59 QTRl Y BY AGENCY 107,020.94 QTRL Y TOTAL 2~~.033.53 
PU~Ch~SING SECTION Y-T-D BY C SP 225,471.75 Y-T-D BY AGENCY 2~4,953.15 Y-T-0 TOTAL 470 ··lt24. 90 
COLU~UIA, S. C... ·-- -··- -~-- -- _Y-I-D BY AG£N.CY-~--~-
THRU CSP CONTP.ACTS 51.~28.53 
ECUCATICNAL TELEVISION, S. C._ QTRLY B'r CSP 148,088.78 QTIU. Y BY AGENCY 331tll3.06 QTJlL Y TOTAl 479,201.8~ 
ACCCUNTINC DEPT. Y-T-D BY CSP 453,771.77 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 1,022,15~.72 Y-T-0 TOTAL 1,~75,926.1t9 
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EU:CT ION COM"'. QTRL Y BY CSP 255.30 QTRLY BY AGENCY .oo QTRl Y TOTAL 255.30 .t• 
Y-T-D BY CSP 6,756.73 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 18 .. 18 Y-T-D TOTAL 6,774.91 
COLUMBIA• S-. C ... ' ·-¥~- ·-· --- Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .co 
E.'1PLOYMEIIlT SECURITY .CQMM. . QT.RL Y BY CSP 120,874.8L- QTRl Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOlAL 120,874.81 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 281,088.11 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAl 281,088.11 
COlUMBIA, S.C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP .CONTRACTS .oo 
E~ERGY, JCINT LEGISLATIVE COM~ QTRL Y BY CSP 238.84 QTRlY BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL 238.8~ 
Y-l-0 BY CSP 266 •. 96 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY • 00 Y-l-0 TOTAL 266.96 
CCLUMeU, c;. C. Y-T-0 BY AGEiiiCY-
_../' THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
E~GINcEPING EXAMINERS 80. QTRL Y BY CSP 998.76 QTRL:Y BY AGENCY 1,388.60 QTRL Y TOTAL 2.387.36 
Y-l-0 BY CSP 3,921.49 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 1,388.60 Y-T-0 TOTAL 5,310.09 
C•JLU'1~I.d, S.c. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
ETHICS CCMMISSION, STATE QTRi. Y BY CSP 59.35 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL 59.35 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 5,561.83 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 5.561.83 
Cr:LIJfV,['ljl, s. c. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo . ' 
.:x;:cuT!VE l'fiLICY & PROGRAMS, QTRLY BY CSP 45,473.91 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL ~5.473.91 
5( C'rFICE 'lf Y-T-0 B'Y CSP 132,924.74 Y-T,-0 BY AGENCY 12,792.55 Y-T-0 TOTAL 145.717.29 
' 
"" 
;:·._,,.,., ll ,l' s.r. Y -T -C BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CCNTRACTS 10,672.82 )0 
' 
r: I ·1t.' C !Al I~STITUTIONS, ST BD QTRLY BY CSP 175.20 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRL Y TOTAL 115.20 
··; :"i\i:;U'H'f<. FINANCE OIV Y-T-0 BY CSP 175.20 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 175.20 
'"·~LU">'!Il, S.C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
f : l .• : \' ! ~ I. l~STITUTIONS, STATE QTRL Y BY CSP _ 979.95_ QTRLY . BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL 919.95 
·~' ~ I F' cx.A~J~ING OIVISIO~ Y-T-0 BY C SP 1,090.72 Y-T-0 8't AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 1.090.72 
~~ l i ,.4.., ll':' -:: • c. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
'~r.v r~~u!SSIGNt s.c •• QTRL Y BY C SP 282,337.58 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL 282.337.58 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 434,228.64 Y-T-0 BY AHNCY 142w12l.H Y-T-0 TOTAL 576.350.11 
I l_l;''n[J., s.r •• Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CCNTRACTS 129 625.B2 
~~~~CIS ~·~ICr COLLECE QTRLY BY CSP 67,447.94 QTRL Y BY AGENCY 76,457.17 QTRL Y TOTAL 143.905.11 
f'fl. r:r: f'USINFSS AFFAIRS-ACCT. Y-T-0 BY C5P 94,164.38 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 183,330.48 Y-T-0 TOTAL 277.~94.86 
FL'",< 10\CE, s. c. - -·---· Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 28,023.96 
GENER~L SERVICES DIV. QTRL Y BY CSP 406,0~7.10 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRL Y TOTAL ~06.0•\7.10 
ACCOUNTING SECTION Y-T-0 BY CSP 2,486,061.24 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-D TOTAL 2e486.061.2~ 
COLU~lelll, S.C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
.. THRLLCSP CCNTRAC.TS. .oo 
- ___ ... ___ . ··-
~ .. -- -..~- .... -·- -~· -·· .-, 
" ~., 







HEALT~/ENVIRCNMENTAL CNT. DEPT 
FINANCE DIVISION 
CCLUM8ftl 1 S.C. 
HIGHEr FCUC - TUITION GRANTS 
COLU"11'JA, 5. C. 
HIG~F~ ECUCATION COMM. 
CCLUI-'PI~, S.C. 
HIGHWAY & PUI' TRANSP,S.C.OEPT. 
CCLU'le Ill, S.C. 
HISTr~ICAL RESEARCH, CCMM ON 
l. C Cl U ~1 E Ill, S.C. 
<0 
I 
HrUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
CCLU~ei/l, S.C. 
HJUSI\IG llUTHORll'Y_, STATE 
COLU.~fll~, S.C. 
HU'lllM ~FFAIRS, COMMISSION ON 
Cf:LIJA.lAIAr S.C. 
lNOUSTRIAL CCMM. CF. S. C. 
CCLU'12IA, S. C. 
INSUkM:C E C"PT. OF S. C. 
CCLUI'''lt, S. C • 
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QTRL Y BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
QlRLY BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
QTRLY BY CSP 
Y-T-D BY CSP 
QTRL Y BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
QTRLY BY CSP 
Y-T-D BY CSP 
QTRLY BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
QTRLY BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
QTRLY BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
QTRL Y BY C SP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
QTRL Y BY CSP 
Y-T-D BY CSP 
QTRL Y BY CSP 























QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
Y-T-D BY AGENCY 
Y-T-D BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
.00 QTRLY TOTAL 
.00 Y-T-D TOTAL 
.oo 
QTRLY BY AGENCY 1t007,9~0.73 QTRLl TOTAL 
Y-T-D BY AGENCY 2,752,411.59 l-T-D TOTAL 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 332,809.10 
QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
.00 QTRLl TOTAL 
.00 Y-T-0 TOTAL 
.oo 
QTRLY BY AGENCY 2,518.62 QTRLY TOTAL 
Y-T•O BY AGENCY 21,812.16 Y-1-0 TOTAL 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 819.50 
QTRLY BY AGENCY 4 1 8381 406.42 QTRLY TOTAL 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 141 126,140.38 Y-T-0 TOTAL 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
TH~U CS~ CONTRACTS 9,B80,41t3.63 
QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QTRLY BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 SY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-C BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
Y-T-D BY AGENCY 
X-:-1-D_ 8Y .AGENCY:- . 
THRU CSP CCNTRACTS 
QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 8Y AGENCY 
Y-T-D BY AGENCY:-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
.00 QTRLY TOTAL 
.00 Y-T-D TOTAL 
.oo 
.00 QTRLl TOTAL 
• 00 Y-T-0 TOTAL 
.oo 
.00 QTRLY TOTAL 
.00 Y-T-0 TOTAL 
.oo 
868.94 QTRLY TOTAL 
1,567.03 Y-.T-0 TOTAL 
lt83.29 
1,606.07 QTRLl TOTAL 
5,166.16 Y-T-0 TOTAL 
.oo 
3,965.28 QTRLY TOTAL 
21,556.08 Y-T-D TOTAL 
3,173.12 
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JOHN nE L~ HOWE SCHOOL QTRL Y BY CSP 9,023.23 QTP.L Y BY AGENCY 42,022.80 QTRL Y TOTAL 5l,Oit6.03 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 10.933.10 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 132,902.61 Y-T-0 TOTAL 143,885.11 
I"CCCI<MICK, S.C •.. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 1,388.58 
JUV E.N lL E PLACEI'IENT &. AFTER.CAR E QTRLY BY CSP 70, 746 .. 20 QTRLY BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL 70,146.20 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 217,991.15 Y-T-D BY AGENCY .oo '\'-T-0 TOTAL 217,991.15 
COLUMBIA, S.c. Y-T-D 8Y AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
LABCR DEPT., s. c. QlRl Y BY CSP 13,652.58 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL 13.652.58 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 40,249.65 Y-T-D BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 40,249.65 
CCLUMPU. S. C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
lANC RESCuRCFS CONSER. COMM. QTRl Y BY CSP 5,408.17 QTRL Y BY AGENCY 4,455.31 QTRL Y TOTAL 9,863.48 
Y-T-D BY C SP 27,621.46 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 14.469.47 Y-T-D TOTAL 42,090.93 
CGLU''BIII, S. c. Y-T~D BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
LAW E'\IFORCEMENT OIV., SC QTRl Y BY CSP 391,911.38 QTRLY BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL 391,911.38 
ATl 'J FIN~NCE Y-T-0 B.YCSP 589,111.21 Y-T-D BY AGENCY 161.816.59 Y-T-0 TOTAL 750,981.80 
C~LU"cl!A, SC Y-T-D BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 45,714.25 
lEGISLATIVE AUDIT COUNCIL QTRLY BY CSP 934 •. 56 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL 934.56 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 3,245.90 Y -T -D BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 3,245 .. 90 
(I .I\)~'''! O, Sf. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU tSP CONTRACTS .oo 
ISL~TIVE COUNCIL QlRLY BY CSP 4,092.58 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRL Y TOTAL 4,092.58 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 6tll8.24 Y-T-D BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 6,118.24 
C :L. l '. :I A, S. (. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
T~U CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
• : .- t '\ T ~'.f It:Fnk,..I\T ICN SYSlEt~ QTRl Y BY CSP 289.00 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRL Y TOTAL 289.00 
~ . Y-T-0 BY CSP 8,371.49 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 8,377 .. 49 
·1 , . :· T \, s. r. Y-T-D BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
{Y, ~. C. ST~Tf QTPL Y BY CSP 39 '164.15 QTRt. Y BY AGENCY 20.300.75 QTRl Y TOTAl 59.464.90 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 43,992.15 Y-T-0. BY AGENCY 52.815.81 Y-T-0 TOTAL 96.807.96 
'.:LIJ':'I-~, S.C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
LT. GCVfPN~RS CffiCE QTPL V BY CSP 876.95 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRL Y TOTAL 876.95 
Y-T-0 BY C SP lt2ll.16 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 1w211.16 
r:::UJ":C Ill, 5. C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
MEDICAL EXAMINERS, STATE BOARD Q.lRLY BY CSP 1,349 .. 84 QlRLY BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL 1,349.84 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 7,830.91 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-D TOTAL 7,830.91 
c ('l u '1 P. IJI t s. c. Y-T·D BY AGENCY-
THRU C.SP CONTRACTS .oo 
.. ;,., 
~ J I f I • .. ( 
------ ---- - ··- ---- -- -- --- ~- - - - - --- -·--- --- -- -- ~- - ·-- ---
- "" ------ --
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MF.OICAL UNIVEkSITY Of S. C. QTRL Y BY CSP 183,809.82 QTRLY BY AGENCY 3,350,665.72 QlRL Y TOTAL 3,53<\,<\75.54 
ACCCUNTS PAYABLE DEPT. Y-T-D BY C SP 442,304.06 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 11,207, 142.57 V-T-D TOTAL 11 ,6<\9 ,41t6. 63 
Ct-,ARL ES TOle s.c. V-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 119,517.02 
~ENTAL t-EALThSC CE'PT. OF QTRL Y BY CSP 8<17,672.49 QTRL Y BY AGENCY 1,488,939.59 QTRL Y TOTAL 2,386,612.08 
PURCHASING OFFICE Y-T-0 BY CSP 2,227,385.84 Y -T-D BY AGENCY 10, 195,071.11 Y-T-D TOTAL 12,422,457.55 
COLUMBIA, S.C. Y-T-D BY AGEN-CV-
THRU CSP CCNTRACTS 475,682.20 
:.>E:'lT AL RET AR [ ., S. C. Dff'T. QTRL Y BY CSP .oo QTRL Y BY AGENCY 377,209.75 QlRL Y TOTAL 377,2oq.75 
OEDT. CE"TRAL PU~. & SUPPLY Y-T-0 BY CSP .oo Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 2,093,769.47 Y-T-D TOTAL 2,093,769.47 
CLI,..TCN, s. c. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 1.271,029.95 
MENTAL PET AROATION DEPT. QTRL Y BY CSP 6,303.00 QTRL Y BY AGENCY 97,317.76 QTRLY TOlAL 103,620.76 
FINANCE DEPT. V-T-0 B'r CSP 30,646.94 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 282,964.B4 Y-T-0 TOTAL 313,611.78 
FLOPENCE, S. C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 8,370.51 
MENTAL RETARCATION DEPT. QTRLY BYCSP 576.92 QTRL Y BY AGENCY 11t1.01Z.38 QTRLY TOTAL 11t1,589.30 
COASTAL CENTER, FINANCE DEPT. Y-T-D BV CSP 882.29 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 371,300.96 Y-T-0 TOTAL 372.183.25 
LACSCN, s .c. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 20,497.29 
MENTAL PET.AR[ATION DEPT. QTRL Y BV CSP 141t,728.97 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL 11t4,728.97 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 291,594.95 Y-T-() BY AGENCY 5t11t3.39 Y-T-0 TOTAL 296,738.3<\ 
I 
COLUMBIA, S.C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-VI ...... THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo I 
MENTAL RETARCATION, SC DEPT QTRl Y BV CSP 12,381.00 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRL Y TOTAL 12,381.00 
F INAf\JCE DEPT. Y-T-0 BY CSP 104,096.17 Y-T-P BY AGENCY 398,162.80 Y-T-D TOTAL 502,258.97 
COLU"12U, S.C. Y-T-p BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 3,068.99 
MENTAl PETAR[ATIDN.o. 5C DEPT. QTRLY BY CSP 59,594.19 QTRL Y BY AGENCY 163,075.70 QlRLY TOTAL 222,669.89 
WHITTFN VILLAGE DIVISION Y-T-D BY CSP 315,743.84 Y-t-D BY AGENCY 663,095.86 Y-T-D TOTAL 978,839.70 
CL tNTct~, S. C. Y -T -0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 292,995.88 
MCT (R VEHICLE 1'\GIH ., DIV JF QTRLY BV CSP 182,713.68 QTRL Y BY AGENCY 29,764.58 QTRLY TOTAL 212,<\78.26 
BUDGfT & CO'HROL BOARD Y-l-0 BV CSP 533,341.72 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 69,766.57 Y-T-D TOTAL 603,108.29 
COLUMBIA, S. C. Y-T-D BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
'1 1JSE'UM CCW1. CF S.C. QTRL Y BY CSP 20,202.90 QTRL Y BY AGENCY 221.63 QTRL Y TOTAL 20,<\2~.53 
Y-T-D BY CSP 25,902~00 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 796.~ Y-T-0 TOTAL 26,698.04 
CCLUMBIJl, S.C. "-~l=D BY AGENCY._. ___ 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS llt2.03 
~UKS 1:-IG eo., S. L. STATE QTRLY BY CSP 1.543..52 __ . ClTRLY BY _AGENCY .. -.00 QR.I Y mTAL . . __ .. ~--~3.52 
V-T-D 8'1 CSP 3,862.89 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 220.00 Y-T-0 TOTAL 4.082.89 
"" CCLUM"U, S. C. Y-T-D !Y AGEN.CY-_LHRlJ CSP. COHTRACTS .oo 
• 
-~------·· ·--·- " ·- .. 
• 
!J. t' .-- I ... 
I 
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PARKS RECREATION C TOUR ISM QlRLY BY CSP 3h173.91 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL 32w713.91 
Y-T-D BY CSP 143,482.78 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 38,176.75 Y-T-0 TOTAl 181,659.53 
COLUMBIA, S.C. . ~ -- .. ··-~ -· .. -- Y-T-0 ltY .AG.EN.CY-
THRU CSP CCNTRACTS u. 887.97 
PARKS RECREATICN & TOURISM QTRLY BY CSP 130,334.34 QTRL Y BY AGEtKY 53,1t40.50 QTRLY TOTAL 183,774.84 
STATE PARKS SVC & SUPPLY CNTR Y-T-0 BY CSP 323,099.01 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 246,772.55 Y-T-0 TOTAL 569,811.56 
CCLUMBIA, SC Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONt~ACTS 64,181.04 
PATRIOTS POINT DEV AUTHORITY QTRL Y BY CSP 5,865.72 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRL Y TOTAL 5,865.72 
Y-T-D BY CSP 5,865.72 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 5,865.72 
MT Pl E .AS .dN T, S • C • Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
PER.SCNNEL 1IV. OF S.C. QTRL Y BY CSP 8,384.91 QTRLY BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAl 8,384.91 
Y-T-D BY CSP 33,899.90 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-D TOTAl 33,899.90 
CCLUM3IA, S. C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
PH~PMlCEUTICAL EXAMINERS BD OF QTRLY BY CSP 167.48 QTRLY BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL 167.48 
Y-T-D BY CSP 763.08 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 763.08 
CCLU1~'.3IA, S. C. Y-T-D BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
~~~TS AUT~nRJTY OF. S. C. QTRL Y BY CSP 8,954.70 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRL Y TOTAL 8,954.70 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 230.575.25 Y-T-D BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 230w575.25 
:1- ,, ,<L r <; T C ~', <;. c. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
,,P! ~H([I\ PAr.r::LE & PAPDON SO. QTRL Y BY CSP 147.50 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL 147.50 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 859.57 Y-T-C BY AGENCY 13,809.14 Y-T-D TOTAl 14.668.71 
r--L:.J1''!'\• <;.c. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
., .1 \L ~~ : Atl· .• •,\VS CCMM. S. Co QTRLY BY CSP .oo QTRl Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL .oo 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 11.298.19 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 966.83 Y-T-0 TOTAL 12,265.02 
.--.tl.'.'lCI\, s. (.. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS CJit8.90 
"' L <:,>f'VICE CCM"'ISSION QTRL Y BY CSP 6,753.06 QTRLY BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL 6.753.06 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 27,684.73 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 2,329.80 Y-T-0 TOTAl 30e014.53 
C .Lil"3I~, S.C. Y-T-D'BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 609.10 
'~'J'.LIC Tf<ANS. STUCY CCMM. QTRL Y BY CSP 15.36 QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRL Y TOTAL 15.36 
Y-l-0 BY CSP 15.36 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo 'f'-T-0 TOTAl 15.36 
C':LU'lEU, S. C. - -- - --- - . -- ... Y-T-D BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP 'ONTRACTS .oo 
.._ 
REti.L ESTATE COHMIS5.ION .QTRL Y BY C SP le037.74 QTRLY.BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL 1.037.74 
Y-l-0 BY CSP 3,477.55 Y-T-D BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAl 3w477.55 
COLU"'e u. S.C. ··------·-· ·-- ... Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
------- --- ~-------- ------ - ------ -·· -~------ _ T.HRU .£SP. CON.Y.R.ACT_s_ ... .oo 
~ J I f • , ... 
( 
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RF.ORGAN I ZAT ICN COMM. STATE QTRl Y BY CSP 480.49 QTRL Y 8Y AGENCY .oo QTRl \' TOTAl 480.49 
Y-T-0 BY f:SP !.,102.17 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-D TOTAl 4,102.17 
COLUMBIA SC Y-T~D BY AGENCY- _ 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
PESEARCI-' t; STATISTiCAL SRVS. QTRL Y BY CSP 75.15 QTRL Y BY AGENCY 4,608.45 QTRL Y TOTAl 4,683.60 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 894.35 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 4,608.45 Y-T-D TOTAl 5,502.80 
COLUMEIA, S.C. Y-T-C BY AGEti!CY-
THRU CSP CO..TRACTS .oo 
RES ILJENT IAL I"O~E BUILDERS COMM QTRLY BY CSP .oo QTRl Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL .oo 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 315.01 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 1,383.39 Y-T-0 TOTAL 1,698.40 
COLUMPIA, S.C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 487.99 
RETIREMENT SYSTEM, S.C. QTRL Y BY CSP 1,669.30 QTRl Y BY AGENCY 185.20 QTRLY TOTAL 1,854.50 
Y-T-D BY C SP 18,408.83 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 185.20 Y-T-0 TOTAl 18,594.03 
CCLU"IJIA, s. c. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
SCHC2l ECARC ASSOCIATION, SC QTRL Y BY CSP .oo QTRlY BY AGENCY .oo QTRL Y TOTAL .oa 
Y-1-D BY CSP 387.00 Y-T-D BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 387.00 
CCLUM!HA, S. C. V-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
SECCNO !~JURY FUNC QTRL Y BY CSP .oo QTRL Y BY ACENCY .oo QTRlY TOTAL .oo 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 39.84 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 39.84 
COLUMBIA, S.C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
SECRFT~PY OF STATE QTRL Y BY CSP 12,094.98 QTRl 'f BY AGENCY .oo QTRL Y TOTAL 12,094.9B 
Y-l-0 BY CSP 11 t't61t.66 Y-T-D BY AGfNCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 17,464.66 
COLUMBHt SC Y-T-D BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .co 
SENATE QTRL Y BY .. CSP ~.51~.36 QtRL Y _ SY AGENCY .oo QTRL Y TOTAL 1,575.36 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 40,694.54 Y-t-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-T-0 TOTAL 40,694.54 
COLUMBI.A, S.C. Y-T-D BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
SENATE QTRL Y BY CSP .oo QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRL Y TCTAL .oo 
.Y-l-0 BY CSP 5,148.00- Y-J-0_ SY_ AGENCY .oo Y-T-D TOTAL 5,748.00 
COl U M 8 J At S. C. Y-T•D BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
SOCIAL SER.VICES DEPT. OF S.C. QTRlY BY CSP 112,687.48 QTRLY BY AGENCY 212,379.40 QTRL Y TOTAL 325,066.88 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 226,752.73 Y-T-D BY AGENCY 638,810.18 Y-T-D TOTAL 865,562.91 
CCLUf'ICIA, S. C. _ Y~T-0 BY AfiENCY.~ -··-· -----
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 269,707.69 
STUF COLLEGE, S.C. QTRL Y BY CSP 16,202.72 QTRL Y BY AGENCY 125t483.19 QTRLY ICTAL 141,685.91 
Y-T-D BY CSP 77,469.60 Y-T-D BY .AGENCY 487,917.94 Y-T-0 TOTAl 565,387.54 
ORBNC~eURG, S.C. Y-T-D BY AGENCY-
.T~RU CSP CONTRACTS 81.tS10.42 
• 
~ 
_/ • ~ j ; ' I , ... 
f 
' n ,. 
' 
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STATE PLANNittG,. OFFICIE Of 
COLUHB IA. S. C .. 
ST\JCY CQMMIT.TEE QN AGING 
COLUMfiU SC 
SUPREME COURT, SC 
JU9IClAL CFPT, FINANCE.OFFICE 
COlUMBtA,. S.C. 
TAX CCM~ISSICN. S.C. 
CCLUM!HA, S.C. 
TAX STUCV CCMHITTEE 
CULU'-'BIA, S.C. 
T" H t f(IJ.P ECUCAliCN BOARD 
\~l LlY·•Sr.>UkG VOC G ACULT EOUC 
K f rry, rr, SC 
rr·o- -~ fCW' fCUCATION BOARD 
c;' ·~ · ~Kf II TEO·. COlt EGE 
C:U·r"F~~, S.C. . 
i:. (L'~,., fCU(:JITION BOARD 
_ ';H, r F :11 !R C-C All"'flUN TECii. 
,·;:-~:·-~t.J~C.. c:;. c. 
·.' 1- Cf.'i•'· t:CUCATICN BOARD 
T l:et-NlCAL COLLEGE 
(:~rr~o.~··c":"-r, <;. c. 




QlRt.Y 8Y CSP' 
'W-T-0 BY CSP 
QTRLY .BY C.SP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
QTRLY BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
QTRL Y BY CSP 
Y-T-D BY CSP 
QTRLY BY CSP 
Y-1-D BY CSP 
QTRl V BY CSP 
V-T-0 BY CSP 
QTRLY BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
QTRL Y BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
QTRL Y BY CSP 
Y-T-D BY CSP 
QTRLY BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
T EC t! &. COMP. EDUCATION .. BOARD . .. . Q.lRL Y 8'1 C.SP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 





















.1,0"6 ,112 •. 2.0. 
2r224,058.:n 
·-n ·;4 -;·- --- 1· r 
( 
QTRl Y BY AGENCY 
Y -T-O BY AGENCY 
Y-T-D BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QTRLY BY AGENCY . 
Y-Y:-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 8Y AGENCY«; 
THAU CSP CONTRACTS 
. QTRl Y BY AGENCY 
Y -T -0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY~ 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-D. BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QTRLY BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-C BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QTRL V BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
V-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
Y-T-D BY AGENCY 
Y-T-D BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
V-T-D BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCV-
THRU CSP CCNTRACTS 
QTRLY BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-D ·ay AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGEN.CY-. 
THRU CSP CCNTRACTS 
QTRl V BY AGENCY 
Y-T-D BY AGENCY 
Y-T-D BY AGENCY-

















15,07~.24 QTRLY TOTAL 
35,482.28 Y-T-D TOTAL 
22,023 .. 56 
.00 QTRLY TOTAL 
.00 Y-T-0 TOTAL 
.oo 
28,388.43 QTRLY TOTAL 
78,38~.55 Y-1-D TOTAL 
106.13 
Zt861.5~ QTRL Y TOTAL 
35,177.89 Y-T-0 TOTAL 
.oo 
.00 QTRLY TOTAL 
.00 Y-T-0 TOTAL 
.oo 
6,687.28 QTRLY TOTAL 
52,239.88 Y-1-D TOTAL 
.oo 
.00 QTRLY TOTAL 
1~,042.~2 Y-T-0 TOTAL 
.oc 
11,016.29 QTRLY TOTAL 
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TECH & CCMP. EDUCATICN SO. QTRL Y SY CSP 5,282.~0 QTRL Y BY AGENCY 6,690.12 QTRL Y TOTAL ll!t972.52 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TEC Y-T-D BY C SP ~7,686.79 Y-T-D BY AGENCY 22,415.81 Y-T-0 TOTAL 70,102.60 
CHERAW, S.C. Y-1'-D I!Y AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
TECH. & CC:>iP. EOUCAT.IOrl .BOARD QIRl Y BY CSP 9.989.80 QTRLY BY AGENCY 32,031t.39 QTRLY TOTAl 42,024.19 
TRIDENT TECH CCLL, N CAMPUS Y-T-0 BY CSP 9,<.!841.80 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 81.882.27 Y-T-0 TOTAL 91,812.07 
CHARLESTON SC Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
TECI-'. f. CO~P. ECUCATION BOARD QTRL Y BY CSP 1,049.72 QTRLY BY AGENCY 7,048.71 QTRL Y TOTAL 8,098.4:3 
AIKEN TECt-. ATTN ACCTS PAYABLE Y-T-0 BY CSP 53,054 .• 04 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 22,981.91 Y-T-0 TOTAL 76,035.<;5 
A IK FN, sc Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
TECH. & CC~P. ECUCATION BOARD QTRL Y BY CSP .oo QTRL Y BY AGENCY 24,098.20 OTRLY TOTAL 24,098.20 
BEAUfQRT HCt-. 't-T-D BY CSP 177.14 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 24,841.:32 Y-1-0 TOTAL 2'5,018.4(; 
BEAUFORT, S.C. Y-T-D BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTR-CTS 15,627.59 
TECH. f. CCMP. EDUCATION BOARD QTRL Y BY CSP .oo QTRL Y BY AGENCY 3.,351.98 QTRLY TOTAL 3,351.98 
YORK TEC Y-T-D BY CSP .oo Y-'f'-D BY AGENCY 12,547.24 Y-T-0 TOTAL 12,547.24 
ROCK HILL, SC Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .co 
TEC~. £ COMP. EDUCATION BOARO QTRLY BY CSP 4,098.86 QTRLY BY AGENCY .oo OTRL Y TOTAL 4,098.86 
SPARTANEURG TEC~. COLLEGE Y-T-0 BY CSP 5rl23.01 Y-'f;..D BY AGENCY 26,816.69 Y-T-0 TOTAL 31,939.70 
SPAF!T•NEURG, S.C. Y-t-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
TFCH. & COMP. EDUCATION BOARD QTRLY BY CSP .oo QTRLY BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOlAL .oo 
T R I -COUI\n V TEC Y-l-0 BY CSP 76.05 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo V-l-D TOTAL 76.05 
PENDLETCt., SC Y-T-D BY AGENCY-
TH~U CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
TECt-. & CC~P. ECUCATION B~. QTRL Y 8) CSP 919.00 QT.RLY BY AGENCY 5,568.29 QTRLY TOTAL 6,~87.29 
MIDLANDS TECt COLLEGE, SUS OFF V-T-0 BY CSP 11,037.44 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 39,600.67 l-T-0 TOTAL 50t638.U 
CDL!JM31 A, S. C. Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
TEC!-<. & CO"'P. EDUCATION BOARD QTRLY BY CSP .oo QTRLY BY AGENCY 8,262.92 QTRL 't TOTAL 8t262.92 
HOPRY GECRGETOKN TECH. Y-1-D BY CSP •. oo Y~J~D BY AGENCY 23,572.25 y.o.t-D TOTAl 23,572.25 
CONHAV,·S.C. Y-T-D BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo 
TECh. & CONP. EDUCATION BOARD QTRLY BY CSP .oo QTRL Y BY AGENCY .oo QTRLY TOTAL .oo 
GREENVILLE TECH. COLLEGE Y-T-0 BY CSP 1.008.88 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY llt,l53.51 Y-.1-D TOTAL 15,762.39 
GQEENVILLE, S.C. v~t-D BY AGENCY~-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS .oo . ' 
T .7.U.s.J,<ER 'S OrF ICE, S.C. STATE QTP.l'\' 9Y CSP 10,646.55 QTRl Y BY AGENCY .oo OTRLY TOTAL 10,646. o;s 
Y-T-D BY CSP 21.232.49 Y-T-0 BY AGENCY .oo Y-1-D TOTAl 21t232.1t9 
COl Ut-I 8 I .a • S. C • Y-T-D BY AGENCY- .j 
.. - .THRU .CSP .....COtit.RACT S .oo .. 
11. 
< 
• -- ~"···, .. ,. 7r~~-;·~ ·-r -;--:--·- ·- .. - -- .....,._ .......... ,....,._ 
I 
-. -- -~-· ··--·-----· ·--~--· ------
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Y-T-0 TOTAL ACCTS PAYABLE• P~C~ASING DEPT 
CCLUK.iUA~ ..s.-.C... .... _-··-··-· .. ~. --~---- _ 
Y-T-D BY CSP 
VETERANS.AFFAIRS..DEP..I .... S .. .C •.. QtRL'LB'l . tSP 
Y-l-0 BY CSP 
COLUMBIA• S.C. 
VOC. RHAeiL IT AT ION DEPT. 
\COUJMSIA, S. C. 
WATER R ESCURCES COMM ., S. C. 
CGLUr1BIA, S.C. 
W IL LOU GRAY 
OPPQRTUNITY SCHOOL 
WEST COLUMqiA, S.C. 
WlLCL(IF ~ "!~RINfRESDEPT, SC 
~A>~.!''."~·- r:tv, CC•1PTF.f1tLE{ 
QTRLY BY CSP 
__ 't-T-0 BY CSP 
QTRL Y BY CSP 
Y-T-D BY CSP 
QTRL Y BY CSP 
Y-T-D BY CSP 
QTRL Y BY CSP 











Y -T -0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T""D 8.Y AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QT RL Y BY AG.EHCY . 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-o IY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
1, 459, 685. 17 
-.00 QTRl'f IOTAL 
.00 Y-~ TOTAL 
.oo 
QTRLY BY AGENCY 300,096.04 QTRL'f TOTAL 
Y-,.T.-O. .. BY AGENC.Y 1,012,450.11 Y-T-0 TOTAL 
Y-T-D BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 6,394.07 
QTRLY BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
.Y.,.T-D BY .AGEN.CY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QTRLY BY. AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
1,491.67 QTRLY TOTAL 
11.781.62 Y-T-D TOTAL 
879.60 
.00 QTRLY TOTAL 
.00 Y-T-0 TOTAL 
.aa 
.00 QTRLY TOTAL 













~ c~~'rl·-I-"T:~"-~, ~-c. 
QTRLY BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS ~ I 
' LfllfE & ~ARii'IE RES DEPT SC 
·JM:CF 
L' l ., " I ~, S • C • 
. i 'T t-.-·' P C:JLLEGE 
,.i":r_,, HILL, S.C. 
-, 1-- ··:·•s CC.1PEI\SATICN FUND 
•:au:~;::u., s.c. 
yr::JTI" SERVICES CEPT. OF S.C. 
FISCAL AFFAIRS 
COLU1~d IA, S.C. 
QTRL Y BY CSP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
QtR.l Y BY C SP 
Y-T-0 BY CSP 
QTRL Y BY CSP 
_ Y-1:-0 BY .CSP . 
QTRLY B'f CSP 
Y-T""D B'f CSP 
YOUTH SERVICES. S.C. DEI!J,.___ _ __ .QUL'f BY .CSP ____ _ 
£0UCATlCNAL SECTION 'f-T-0 BY CSP 












!J I I 
I 
QTRl Y BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
.oo 
295.385.08 QTRlY TOTAL 
973 1 081.48 Y-T-0 TOTAL 
85, 163.1t2 
~ QJRLY .BY AGEHC.'L .00 QtRL Y. TOTAL. 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 81,962,845.90 Y-T-D TOTAL 
Y -T -D BY AGENCY-
-THRU CSP CONTRACTS 49,694.57 
QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
Y-T-D·BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY-
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QTRL Y BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0 BY AGENCY 
Y:~l-D. BY .. AG..ENCY,.,. .. 
THRU CSP CONTRACTS 
QTitL Y IY AGENCY 
Y-T.,..O BY AGENCY 
Y-T-0. .IY AGEKCY-
. THRU CSP. cmtTRACTS 
.. 
383.40 QTRLY TOTAL 
7.8~4.04 Y-T-0 TOTAL 
169.92 
92,453.59 QTRLY TOTAL 
312,922.73 Y-1-D TOTAL 
89,915.08 
2,650.29 QTRLY TOTAL 
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QTRL Y BY CSP 
V-T-0 BY CSP 
12.008.,23-\.26 
38.451.580.40 
QTRLY 8Y AGENCY 25.,222.,385.31 QTRLY TOTAL 37.,230.,619.57 
200w350w661t.l2 Y-T-D BY AGENCY 161.,899.,083.72 Y-T-0 TOTAL 
__ Y-T_,..n BY. AGENCY-
THRU CSP CCNTRACTS 24,474,031.72 
----- - .. -.-. ----~---c·--.--· --,---------- -- --
------y.~~ ~-......;.. __ .: ..:~--· __ .___:,;~~.......__.......;._ __ 
-- ··- --·~-- + , _ __:_- ..... .......:.....:....__ -- ·----' _;:.:,..._ ____ ~--· ~.:....-~~---'--- --- --- --~ ---·-· ' . - ----- --~--- ·""--·--- ----------- -·--- -. 
f .r---·-~-{tt 
I 







The thrust of the-Accountability Act is to provide useful infor-
mation to the General Assembly. This. volume has briefly described 
the types of data now available and has presented summaries of some 
of the data. Many observers have commented that the State-level 
fiscal information system emerging from the Fiscal Accountability. 
Act is channeling the State's use of its information resources in 
ways that greatly improve the efficiency and effectiveness of govern-
mental oversight. 
Several projects are underway which will further complement and 
improve the usefulness of the Fiscal Accountability Act data. Efforts 
to improve the comprehensiveness, accuracy and efficiency of the auto-
mated reporting procedures are continuing. The Comptroller General, 
the State Auditor, the State Personnel Division, the Division of General 
Services, and many State agencies have responded very generously to the 
Audit Council's requests for advice and assistance in improving the 
efficiency of reporting. 
Mbre detailed data is on file at the Audit Council. The project 
staff is prepared to answer inquiries, verify accuracy, provide clari-
fications where needed, and discuss the data collection procedures. 
It is anticipated that the Fiscal Accountability Act data holdings 
will be a useful starting point for any person or agency that may need 
data involving State agencies. 
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